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ASBESTOS -A SCARE
WHOSE TIME HAS
PASSED'?

CLAREMONT
NEIGHBORHOOD
FIGHTS FOR SURVIVAL
OUTDATED HOUSING PLAN
MAY PROVIDE
LAST MINUTE REMEDY
Up until about 1970, the Arbol Verde
district of Claremont was a
neighborhood of older homes, many
owned by Latinos and several of
considerable historic value. Indeed,
at the time, it was one of the very few
neighborhoods in the area where
Latinos could become homeowners.
Arbol Verde runs along 6th street and
Mills and Books A venues and is
situated on the south edge of the
Claremont Colleges Campus.
Claremont has five undergraduate
colleges and a graduate school that
share common library, administrative
and often facul ty resources. The
undergraduate college closest to the
Arbol Verde district, Claremont
McKenna College (CMC) (formerly
Claremont Men' s College before it
began admitting women), has over
the years purchased homes and land
throughout the neig hborhood for
college use, and now stands in direct
confrontation with a small but activist
group of residents who are left.
continued on page 3

EMPLOYERS DEMAND
SOLUTIONS TO RISING
HEALTH CARE COSTS
According to a recent national survey,
American businesses paid an average of
$2,354.00peremployeein 1988 for health
care.

ONE DOLLAR

J"

REGION'S HOTEL INDUSTRY FACES
UNCERTAIN FUTURE
by Mark Gutglueck
For the last decade, few industries in the Inland Empire have experienced the
same rate of growth as that enjoyed by the hospitality and hotel business. In
1979-80, Ontario's existing hotels generated $2.65 million in revenue;
projections for 1989-90 anticipate a gross income of $32.5 million for all
hotels/motels in the city.

by Joel S. Moskowitz
The federal Environmental Protection
Agency has estimated that the total
cost of dealing with asbestos in
commercial buildings may reach $4
trillion. Recent scientific studies,
however, question whether much in
the way of public health would be
bought with that money, and suggest
that it is usually more dangerous to
remove asbestos than to leave it alone.
This leaves prospective buyers, sellers,
and tennants of buildings containing
asbestos wondering what to do.
Unlike industrial waste, which is
highly regulated and which a property
owner must clean up if it is improperly
dumped, having asbestos within a
building is not illegal. It is not even
dangerous unless the asbestos is
damaged or otherwise not properly
contained.
continued on page 3

REACTION SWIFT TO
FDIC CHAIRMAN'S
REMARKS ON HEALTH
OF REAL ESTATE
MARKET

On Tuesday, April 17, William L.
Seidman, chairman of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation,
delivered a speech in Dallas at which
he released a list of .40 cities ranked
according to an "early-warning
This seeming paradox finds clarification only when another set of figures is
system" where real estate markets are
considered: in the same ten year span, no fewer than fourteen hotels have been at least on the brink of trouble. The
built inside Ontario's city limits. So, in the overall equation, though the pie has list was compiled to alert lending
grown steadily larger, it is being sliced into even more numerous, and thus ever institutions in those areas that their
markets were risky. Seidman
smaller, pieces.
especially emphasized commercial
In the early 1980s, this was not the case. At that time, Ontario's Holiday Inn office space markets. Riverside
and the Landmark Orange Hotel, along with a handful of small motels were appeared on the list as the 12th riskiest
the only places a visitor might find a night's lodging. Located within a fairly market in the country, with Anaheim
short distance of the Ontario Airport, these establishments did a brisk business coming in third and Los Angeles
and could brag of occupancy rates comfortably and profitably higher than the ranking number eleven, just ahead of
Riverside.
national average.

Yet despite this apparent twelve-fold (1221 percent) increase in business,
there are indications of trouble in paradise - that the health of the local hotel
business in general and of certain hotels in particular are in at least temporary
decline.

Southern California's average for 1988
was $2,785.00 per employee or $4 31.00
above the national average. With the
current annual rate of increase running at
eighteen to twenty-two percent per ye~r,
the average cost for health care m
Southern California for 1989 is estimated
at over $3,300.00 per employee. At the
present rate of escalation, ~eal~ care Throughout the 1970s, a combination of factors had prevented expansion in
costs in the early 1990 s wtll be
approaching $4,000.00 per employee in the local hospitality market.
continued on page 3
Southern California.contmued
.
on page 13

FDICresearch.analystsin Washington
who were contacted by the Inland
continued on page 31
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Business Services
SAVE
RECHARGE LASER PRI:\TER & COPIER TO:\ER CARTRIDGES
- CA~NOl\;- HP- APPLE- Q:\'IS- CORO:\AA:\D :\·1 :\:\Y OTHERS
$-17- $57
GOOD AS 1\E\V- IOOCH Gl'ARA:\TEED
171-1) 2-17-5726
Sa,·e this Ad for $5 off your 1st Order

"The most
successful
manag~[o~a.::;:F;a::;:fse~:nl
PETER F. DRUCKER, Pro fessor
The Claremon t Graduate School. 1971 p re e nt
We offer the working
manager two master's
degrees
• Executive M.B.A.
• M.A. in Management
two post-master's
degrees
• Advanced Executive
M.B.A.
• Ph.D. in Executive
Management

THE PETER F. DRUCKER
GRADUATE MANAGEMENT CENTER
The
Claremont
~• 1 :ll'Jl G raduate
• ' ~ School

Earning Money is

HaidWorK

Banking Shouldn't Be!
D o you th ink you 're getting the same treatment from
you r bank that b ig companies get?
Community Bank is aggressively seeking cash cycle,
capital exp enditure credit relationships in the lowermiddle m arket:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inventory/ Accounts Receivable Financing
Productio n Equipment Loans
Physical Plant Expansion Loans
Product Development Loans
Professio nal Service Corp. Capitalization
Cash Manageme nt Services

We offe r the best of bo th w o rlds; we're small enough to give you access to
decision make rs and big e nough to meet significant needs.

Courier Service Available
Call for appointment or plant vlsttatton
BUSINESS BANKERS
Scott Burger 793-7575
George McFedries 335-9585
Hank Battiste 350-0519.
George Vossberg 335-9585
Diane Huppman 793-7575
Beth Carlson 881 -2323
Hector Gutierrez 881 -2323

COMMUNITY. BANK
!11la1fd Divisio11

Member FDIC

HOUSING

Outdated City
Housing Plans
Page 1
Most Inland Empire cities have outdated or
out of compliance housing plans required by
the state, and this may help a group of residents in their battle against Claremont McKenna College.

CONSTRUCTION
Asbestos Myth
Page 1
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher attorney Joel S.
Moskowitz sets the record straight on laws
regulating asbestos in building.

Affordable Housing
Page 14
John Zakoske of Lewis Homes warns Inland
Empire business leaders that housing in the
region is getting less affordable.

REAL ESTATE
Orange Coast Title
Page 15
Orange Coast Title recently purchased
Record Title Company of California and is
rapidly increasing its Inland Empire presence ..

GUEST COMMENTARY
HOTELS
Uncertain Future
Page 1
Mark Gutglueck traces the development of
the hotel/hospitality industry and tells why
hotels have been overbuilt in the 80's.

Savings and Loans
Page 16
Douglas Jeffery of the Claremont Institute
comments on how to approach the insolvent thrift crisis ..

GUEST COMMENTARY

HEALTH COSTS

Executive
Management
Program

For our brochure and class schedule, call 714/621-8193
or write the Executive Management Program , The Peter
F. Drucker Graduate Management Center, The Claremont
Graduate School , 165 E. Tenth Street, Claremont, CA
91711 -6186.

DEVELOPMENT

Group Insurance
Page 1
The membership of the Inland Empire chapter
of the Merchants & Manufacturers Association has experienced such a dramatic increase in the cost of insuring their employees,
that M&M is planning a major seminar on the
subject.

REAL ESTATE
Risky Market?
Page 1
Reaction among Inland Empire developers
and real estate executives to FDIC Chari man
William L. Seidman's listing the Inland Empire
as the 12th riskiest real estate market in the
country has been swift and critical.

Drug Testing
In the Workplace
Page 5
Attorney Russell Thomas of Best, Best & Krieger lays out the legal guidelines for a company's drug testing policy.

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
High Speed Train
Page 8
& New Airport
A Joint Powers Authority is working on getting
a private company to build a high speed train
between Orange County and Las Vegas and
has plans to build a new airport serving Orange County near Adelanto.

REAL ESTATE
"War Room"
Page 9
Chicago Title calls its new wall-size map and
computerized data bank the San Bernardino
"war room ."

WATER
Pomona Crisis Averted
Page 10
The Three Valleys Water District is working
hard to enssure that the city of Pomona will
have a clean and plentiful water supply.

FOCUS

.

Palm Springs
Page 12
The desert city, once an exclusive community
of movie stars, is developing into a community
of balanced growth.

Savings and Loans
Page17
Paul Bauer of Bauer Communications call
for the permanent nationalization of insolvent S&L's.

CLOSEUP
Inland Empire Closeup
Page 17
Dan Stephenson, founder of Rancon, describes his career in development and his
company's past, present and futu re.

CONSTRUCTION
Toxic Materials
Page 19
Richard Saunders of Kieinfeider explains how
a good environmental company can detect
and clean up toxics for a new site.

CONSTRUCTION INSURANCE
Contractors Liability
Insurance
Page 20
Claremont attorney William Shernoff and
paralegal Sharon Arkin point out the pitfalls in
standard contractors general liability insurance.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Selecting a System
Page 23
Pomona consultant Jim Razor continues his
advice on selecting the right phone system for
your company's needs.

Malpractice
Page 24
Senator Robert Presley has introducediegisiation which will make it easier for a client to
sue a negligent attorney in California.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
The Environment
Page 26
Six Inland Empire leaders respond to a question about balancing growth and environmental issues.

THE LISTS
In the Inland Empire
The Largest Advertising
Agencies
The Largest Commercial
Real Estate Developers
The Largest HMO's
and PPO's

Page 7
Page 21
Page 25

AD DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE
MAY 20th
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CALIFORNIA'S ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Carl D. Covitz, Chairman, Federal Home Loan
Bank of San FranciscoiJ·President, Landmark
Communities; Former nder Secretary, HUD

Leslie Appleton-Young, Vice President, Economics, California Association
of Realtors
Alfred J. Gobar, Ph.D., President, Alfred Gobar Associates, Inc.
Jack Kyser, Chief Economist, Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce

ENHANCING THE INFRASTRUCTURE

WHAT'S HOT, WHAT'S NOT IN NEW AND RESALE HOUSING
C~arles S. Dreyer, Executive Vice President, Dreyer & Young, Inc.

Michael Ela, Executive Vice President, Dataquick

Jerry B. Baxter, District Director, California Department of Transportation
(Beverly Hills)
Keith E. McKean, District Director, California Department of Transportation
(Garden Grove)
Arnold I. Sherwood, Director, Southern California Association of
Governments

Jeff~ey S. Meyers, President, The Meyers Group

Dav1d M. Ross, Research and Marketing Director, TRW Real Estate Market
Information

WINNING STRATEGIES
Richard Bobrow, Western Regional Director, Ernst & Young Real Estate
Advisory Group
E. Winston Elton, Principal, KPMG Peat Marwick, Goodkin Real Estate
Consulting Group
AndrewS. Kane, Real Estate Consulting Partner, Arthur Andersen & Co.
Joseph M. Knott, CPA, Tax Partner, Kenneth Leventhal & Company-Tax Strategies
Michael L. Meyer, Managing Partner, Kenneth Leventhal & Company

ENTITLEMENTS:
THE ESSENTIAL INGREDlENT
Kenneth B. Bley, Esq., Partner, Cox, Castle & Nicholson
Marla D. Hummer, Esq., Partner, Manatt, Phelps, Rothenberg & Phillips
Douglas R. Ring, Esq., Partner, Gold, Marks, Ring & Pepper

EQUITY JOINT VENTURES
Jeffrey M. Gault, Executive Vice President, Director, Home Savings of America
Terry E. Tornek, Vice President, Haseko (California), Inc.

--------- CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN
Martin S. Stolzoff
Partner, Real Estate Conference Group

PROFITING IN DEVELOPMENT
Stan Brown, Vice President for Planning, The Anden Group
Bruce A. Karatz, President, CEO, Kaufman & Broad Home Corporation
(Beverly Hills)
Anne L. Mariucci , Vice President, Corporate Planning, Del Webb
Corporation (Beverly Hills)
C. Bradley Oson, President, Foothill Community Builders (The Irvine
Company) (Garden Grove)
Larry Webb, President, Kaufman and Broad of Southern California, Inc.
(Garden Grove)

GENERAL INFORMATION
PROGRAM: 8:30A.M. to 5:00P.M., May 14, 1990, Regent Beverly Wilshire Hotel, Beverly Hills
May 16, 1990, Hyatt Regency Alicante, Garden Grove
5:00P.M. Cocktail reception ; ORE exam.
REGISTRATION FEE: Includes lunch, refreshments, cocktail reception and program material.
ORE CREDIT: Approved for 9 hours of ORE credit. California Department of Real Estate
Sponsor No. 2232. Consumer Protection. Written examination for successful completion.
No re-examination.
CPA CREDIT: CPA continuing education credit available.
CANCELLATION POLICY: Cancellations received in writing on or before May 7, 1990 are
subject to a $25.00 service fee. Substitutions, but no refunds , will be allowed after this date.

For further Information contact Barbara or Martin Stolzolf
at (213) 836-7941 or (800) 225-9034.

.\ \ \ l .. \L RESIDE\TI .\1. RE.\1. EST.\TE ( '0\FERE\<" F

SUCCESS IN MARKETING
George H. Rathman, President, COO, Prudential Residential Services
Fred Sands, Chairman , Fred Sands Realtors
Robert E. Thomas, President and Regional Director, Century 21 of the
Pacific (Beverly Hills)

FINANCING:
THE INDUSTRY LIFE BLOOD
George A. Smith, Chairman, George Smith/Grubb & Ellis Fina_
ncial Services
Bob Adelizzi President and CEO, HomeFed Corp. (Beverly Hills)
Jim Pitblado: Vice President, Bank of ~merica (B~verly Hill_s)
Frank J. Bonetto, Executive Vice Pres1dent, Amencan Sav1ngs Bank
(Garden Grove)
.
· · ·c·
·
John Hancock, Executive Vice President, Secunty Pac1f1c orporat1on
(Garden Grove)

1{1-:(;ISTI{ \TIO' \ 'll T \PF OI{I)FI{ FOI{\1
Limited space. Reserve today for this exciting program!
Please use a separate form for each regtstranl
On or before April9, 1990.$165
$ ----Registration Fee:

Cassette Tapes:

On or before May 7, 1990,$175
After May 7, 1990, $195
0 Orange County
0 Beverly Hills
Registrants, $65; Non-Registrants, $95

NAME

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
0 AM. EXPRESS

ZIP
U VISA

$

Total$ _ _ __

TELEPHONE (

~ MASTERCARD

Exp. D~ Cardmember Signature
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE AND MAIL TO: Residential Conference, P.O. Box34311, los Angela, CA ..s4
CREDIT CARD REGISTRATIONS: FAX: (213) 836-2302, PHONE: (213) 136-7141 or (100) 225-1134.

Credit Card number
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DRUG TESTING AT THE
WORKPLACE- HOW FAR
CAN AN EMPLOYER GO?
by Russell Thomas

With the increasing level of concern about
~llegal drug use in society, coupled with the
mterests of employers in attempting to deal
with employee substance abuse, many
companies have sought in recent years to
institute drug testing programs for their
employees. Some of these programs have
been designed to attempt to screen applicants
for employment for possible use, while others
have been applied to imcumbent employees
to deal with drug abuse problems at the
workplace. Because of certain recent court
decisions in California, employers should
review their current drug testing programs to
insure that their liability to employees is
minimized.

Types of Drug Testing
There are essentially two types of drug
testing programs that are used by employers
to test incumbent employees. These programs
may be described as "for cause" testing and
random testing. With respect to the "for
cause" type of testing, an employer will
develop a policy requiring that any employees
who have been involved in an accident at the
workplace be tested for drug use. In addition,
"for cause" testing may involve the testing of
individuals who will be assigned to jobs
involving considerations of safety - either
because their job will directly involve the
safety of the public or the safety of fellow
employees. The other type of drug testing is
generally referred to as random testing. With
random testing, employees are asked to submit
to a drug test, usually a urinalysis, on purely
a random basis as part of a program to insure
that a particular workforce may be drug free.

Liability Concerns
In California, the courts have generally
rejected employee attacks on "for cause"
drug testing programs. If the employer can
show that it has a compelling reason for the
adoption of a " for cause" program, such as
concerns based on safety, the courts will
normally uphold the program as based upon
a compelling business interest on the part of
the employer. However, the courts in
California have been far less tolerant of
random drug testing programs for incumbent
employees. The reason most frequently
offered by the courts in such cases is the
employee's right to privacy. In California, a
person has a right to privacy that is pr?tec~
by the California Constitution. In Caltfornta,
the right to privacy enjoys the same degree
of constitutional protection as is given to such
fundamental rights as freedom of speech or
freedom of re ligion. Given this strong
protection for privacy rights in California, the
courts have been reluctant to endorse ran~om
drug testing programs because they bcheve
that such tests defeat the employee's
expectation of privacy. The courts h~ve
frequently noted that a rand~m drug tesung
program, by its very na.ture, ts .not based on
any particular compelhng busmess reason,
but is usually based upon merely ~n
employer's desire to know whether or not Its
workforce is using drugs. Thus, at ~e present
time, California employers that ~mplement
random drug testing programs for mc~m~nt
eesdorun the risk of incurring habthty
employ
.. .
I.
f
to employees in htigatt?n res~ ung rom
employer disciplinary acuon or dtscharge for
an employee, s refusal to submit to a drug test.

Practical Solutions

.

.

.

Attheprescnttime,anyemployer.mCaltforma
desiring to institute a drug tesung program

should flrst focus on a "for cause" type of
drug testing program. This type of a program
can be developed by flrst identifying those
job functions or duties which raise concerns
of safety either with respect to the general
public or to fellow employees. Then
individuals assigned to those job duties could
be covered by a "for cause" testing program.
Clearly, an employee involved in public
transportation, or the use of vehicular
equipment, would certainly be in a job
involving considerations of safety. Likewise,
an individual assigned to work on heavy
machinery in a plant could be made a part of
a "for cause" testing program. In minimizing
the risk that any legal challenge to such a
program would be successful, the employer
shoudl develop written documentation which
supports the need and business justification
for the "for cause" program. In addition, a
"for cause" program need not be limited
sumply to safety concerns. If there are other
types of employee conduct which may
legitimately form the basis for employer
concern, these types of activities may be
included in the "for cause" program. For
example, employees involved in accidents at
the workplace may be covered by a "for
cause" drug testing program is being able to
develop an appropriate rationale, based on
business interexts or necessity, for the
inclusion of employees in the program.

ll;~It~ ~~r:;~ It~~~ f~r~ ~~tt t~~~~l~ ~~t~~~~ ~?~~~~~

!·!·>!·:·

:;::~;;;:

t~t~ ~r?~ i~;~~i ~~~~t~ ~ml~ ~i~~~~ ~mt~ ~~t:~1 ?.~~~a~

Turn these ...

Into This!

Future Developments
As with many other issues in the area of
employment law, the legal requirements and
obligations with respect to drug testing are
rapidly changing. Employers interested in
this subject are urged to stay current with new
court rulings and possible new legislation in
this area. Indeed, it is likely that within the
year there may be some legislation at the
federal and state level affecxting employer
drug testing programs.
Russell Thomas is an attorney with Best, Best
& Kreiger in Ontario. lie specializes in
employment and environmental litigations.

FOR RENT
This Space As Low As
$78.15 Per Month
12 Month Lease
Call JEFF

(714) 556-4917

With the Inland Empire's Radio Leaders

99.1KGGI,.
Quadru~les

the Music!
For i n for mat ion on how to put radio to work
for you r b usiness contact M ary Wade, Local Sales Manager,
KMEN/KGGI Radi o at (714) 889-2651.
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INLAND EMPIRE ADVERTISING AGENCIES
By 1989 Billings
1989 Billings
Profile
(in 000)

Company Name & Address

1

Thel~tGroup
2068 Orange Tree Lane
Redlands, CA 91786

2

Uber Mvertising
1470 W . 9th St
Suite C
Upland, CA 91786

3

Zerovnik & Co.
4650 Arraw Hwy
Suite A3
Montclair, CA 91763

4

Clients

Staff

• 60% Electronics

18

Billy Williams & Frank Vessels,
Owners
(714) 793-2233

$ 3,800

• Pnnt

Intervalley Health Plan, CA Manufactured
Housing lnst, Monrovia Nursery, Plywood
Panels, Inc., Van Ness Water Gardens,
San Antonio Community Hospital

14

Carol Uber
President
(714) 981 -3141

5 2.500

• N.A

Chino Valley Hosp.• M1llers Outpost
Weeks Roses. Hams Dept Sfofes

7

Terry & Rosalie Jenkins
ONners
(714) 941 -2071

5700

• Pnnt

Davis Industries, Golden Pacific
Bank. Sierra Bulletts

3

Greg Zerovn1k
President
(714) 625-6086

s

• Pnnt
• Electronics

Beachcraft West, A G Sod,
Coscan/Stewart. Miraloma
Ventures/Empire Bus.ness Cemter

5

Fred Buder
President
(714) 784-2240

• Pnnt

City of Ontano. Redevelopment
Agency, The Carson Compames,
Chevron Land/The OntariO Center,
T ri-City Corporate Center

4

Jan Brown & Larry Broedow
0Nners
(714) 988-0944
Harry Hogan
ONner
(714) 689-n98

• 40% Print

5

Butler Advertising
6240 Riverside Ave.
Rrverside, CA 92506

6

&own & Broedow
2143 E. ·D· St
Suite 100
Ontario, CA 91786

7

RH Advertising
6904 EJ Camino Pl.
Riverside, CA 92504

$ 265

• Print

Mission S & L, Howard Enterprises,
Fernando Foods, Mage Wand,
Superior Resources, Inc.

2

8

CWS IMOvative Gtaphics
886 W . Foothill
Suite B
Upland, CA 91786

$ 260

• Pnnt

WNO

4

9

10

11

.

Whistle Stop, Town & Country

Suite200

WNO

• Print

WNO

• 60% Print
• 40% Electronics

'NNO

• Print

Melinda Robbins

Pools and Supplies, Protecto, Inc.,
Solder Removal Co.

4

WNO

5

Rudde & White
1650 7thSt

Riverside Na.

......

"**.,...........,
.........
.._on,_.,.,
.....,_,Ill,."*""&l;lft .,..,._........,
.153S "*""
,.,_~

CORO:\A FACILITY
PRODUCES
PO\\'ER-CHEESE
Corona Eoeigy Partners, in conjunction with
the Corona Chamber of Commerce and the
Golden Cheese Company of California,
recently held an Earth Day reception to
commemorate the awarding of Power
Magazine's 1989 Environmental Award to
the Corona Cogeneration Facility.

10

_,t/1_ ........... ,_....._...,.,il __ tJI,_rm.. ...... _,.-,.,_.lll_,___,,_.......,._tJI,_IIf. .......... .-1.;
......._, o.riD.
CA !n7K

....... To ...
~

Bank. Ramada

lm of Moreno Valey, Riverside
Co. Credit Urion

conventional utility power plants. The Corooa
Energy facility provides electricity, steam,
and chilled water to the Golden Cheese
processing plant. as well as electricity to
Southern California Edison under a thirtyyear power contracL
Power Magazine's Environmental Protection
Award is now in its nineteenth year. It is
given annually to those companies that have
set a pacemaker's role in preserving the global
environmenL The award was presented by
Power Magazine at the International Power
Technology Conference and Exhibition held
in Chicago from October 31to November 2
of 1989. Power Magazine cited "the
distinguishing feature of Corona's
cogeneration facility as the use of steam
injection to control emissions of NOx and
augment power output from the blrbine." It
went on to discuss the difficulty of injecting
massive quantities of steam and slate.

Jim Bradley, executive vice-president of the
Corona Chamber of Commerce said, "The
spirit of Earth Day 1990 is already in place at
the Corona Cogeneration Facility. Concern
for the envirorunent and the achievement of
dramatic increases in industrial energy
efficiency, both goals of the Earth Day
movement, can be found at the common
energy operation between the Corona
CogenerationFacilityandtheGoldenCheese Cogeneration means more efficient use of
Company. Earth Day 1990 is looking at the . fuel, greater dependability of supply, and the
next decade. The energy partnership between least environmental inpact possible. The
Corona Energy Partners and the Golden exhaust gas from the Corona Cogeneration
Cheese Company is one example of private Facility is significantly cleaner than the
industry leading the way with clean and combination of conventional gas-fired
industrial boilers, plus typical electric utility
efficient energy for the 90's and beyond."
generation, for an equivalent amount of
Corona Energy operates the Cogeneration energy.
facility in the City of Corona. Cogenera~~n.
the simultaneous production of electncaty The bottom line is that less fuel is burned
and useful heat from a single fuel source, is a while meeting the power needs of the area,
highly efficient power producti~n option that meaning lower emissions and improved air
approaches efficiencies twace that of quality.

Owner
(818) 331-9953

92324

Sune200
Riverside, CA 92507

Linda Warren
Owner
(714) 981 -3762

Ford Advertising Aqeocy
1421 E. Cooley

..........

425

s 400

Benham Advertising
101 N. Citrus Ave.
Suite1B
Covina, CA 91723

Cohon. CA

Top local Executive
Name, Title, Phone

16 Chatter Hosp.. Gayhood Pontiac,
Delong lt1., Master Halco Fencing,
Martey Roof Tile, Community Narl
Corp.

$12,000

Jenkins & Jenkins
3602 Inland Empire Blvd.
Suite C40
Ontario. CA 91764

Billings Profile
• Print
• Electronics

Diane Ford
President
(714) 370-1266

Pat Ruttde
Owner
(714) 684-7635
$¢Ptiz:z' _

_ . _ _ ._,..,.__,.. . . . . . . . , _ . .

THE FIRST NAME IN
OFFICE FURNITURE RENTAL

ROBERTS
RENTS FURNITURE
• Roberts has the look!
• . Roberts has the pricel
• Roberts has the
delivery
fastl
• Option to buyl

Call us, we'll
come to you
(714) 757-1910
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SUPER SPEED TRAIN AND REGIONAL AIRPORT
PLANS CENTERED IN ADELANTO AREA
The Inland Empire Business Journal has learned that plans are
well along to construct a super speed train system connecting
O~ge C:ounty and Las Vegas along with locating a new
regto?al atrport for Orange County near Adelanto, probably on
the Site of George Air Force Base, already scheduled for
closure as a military installation.
A Joint _Powers Authority, consisting of the County of San
~ernardmo and the cities of Adelanto, Victorville and Barstow,
IS already well into the airport project. The JPA's work is
designed to coincide with the efforts of the Bi-State Commission
betweenN~vada an~ C~fornia. (The California-Nevada Super
S~ed Tram Commtsston), which has been exploring various
options for some time.

1~ ~ai~tenance Company provides a quality service program for your cleaning needs.
Our Jamtonal employees are experienced uniformed professionals who care about our clients.

Your needs are our concern.
Let us help you project a professional image and make your working atmosphere more enjoyable.

Bonded and Liability Insured License# U5303704
Commercial • Industrial • Residential
~
Daily - Weekly - Monthly
~
Complete Maintenance

@

-

-

Window Cleaning- Floor Care -Carpet Cleaning
and Customized Service ProJects
.

Call for Free Consultation and Estimate
Paul Taylor, Executive Director of the Bi-State Commission,
told the IEBJ from his office in Marina Del Rey, that a request
for proP?sals (RFP) has been out for some time to give private
compames a chance to submit their plans for the super speed
train, which will be entirely financed by private capital. The
P. 0. Box 20466, Riverside, CA 92516
Commission has to date received three letters of intent to
submit proposals from three separate companies: one from , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , . . . . . .
West Germany, one from France and one from another company.

(714) 781-4343

Ask for John Bell

:.>:"' .•..•

The only requirement the Bi-State Commission and the JPA
have put on the proposal is that the super speed train follow 115 into California from Nevada and that they allow for commuter
stop options.
A spokesman for Orange County Supervisor Dan Roth, who
strongly supports both the super speed train and the new airport
to serve Orange County, said that the probable main Orange
County terminus would be at or near Anaheim Stadium. A nonstop train could travel at such high speeds that passengers could
travel from Anaheim to what is now George AFB within
twenty minutes. John Wayne airport, once the new airport is
completed, would then mainly handle intra-state air traffic.
Formal proposals for the super speed train are due at the end
of June, and the Commission will make its decision on which
private company will build the super speed train sometime in
October. Anaheim was tentatively selected last October as the
Orange County terminus.
At the other end of the line within California, Supervisor Roth
has recently visited the proposed site near Adelanto and has
reaffirmed his support for building Orange County's new
international-scale airport nearby.
When reached for comment, Roth joked that"I always seem to
wind up supporting Orange County projects way out in the
Inland Empire. First it was the East Anaheim jail being moved
to the eastern desert in Riverside County, and now this."
The super speed train will not just be a tourist train, however,
carrying passengers just from Disneyland to Las Vegas. It is
being planned with commuter needs in mind.
"At a minimum," says Taylor, "we are requiring the prospective
train developers to look at stops in Riverside and San Bernardino
Counties, including the Palm Springs area, the Victor Valley,
Palmdale and Barstow as well as Anaheim and the Las Vegas
area. Final decisions on stops will be based on the contribution
each can make to the economic success of the private train
development. While not all the trains will serve all of the stops,
it is clear that many communities in southern California would
like to have some access to this 21st-century transportation
system.
'"The public's interest will be served not only by decisions on
train stops," continued Taylor, "but through the entire
development process. Southern California desperately needs
additional transportation capacity- both in the air and on the
ground. Public budgets are stretcheti thin, and any massive
infusion of new funds is unlikely. The super speed train can be
financed, built and operated by the private sector to the
widespread benefit of the travelling public.,
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We can make you
look great on p r.
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An Apple®Macintosh®computer can help you handle virtually any business
task, with efficiency and clarity. And Apple printers are designed to ensure that what
you get on paper looks as good as what's on your screen.
The Inland Empire Business Journal is
created on the Macintosh II cxTM with PageMakerTM
software and proofed on a Apple® LaserWriter lint ...

Software Service & Computers
6667 IndianaAve.
Riverside, CA. 92506

(714) 787-4833
So if looking your best on paper is as important to
you as being your best in business, see us soon for an Apple
printer demonstration.
Jack Bridgman
Apple Product Manager
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THREE VALLEYS WATER DISTRICT FUNDS STUDY
Three Valleys Municipal Water District has presented without blending. The city relies on a total of thirty-four local
a check to the City of Pomona for the first installment
towards an engineering feasibility study that will
determine how the city can work to clean up high
nitrate concentrations in groundwater supplies.
The move is expected to have a major impact on both
groundwater quality and overall availability of water
supplies, freeing up as much as 2,000 acre/feet per
year by placing contaminated wells back into full
production.
Nitrate concentrations in thirteen of the City of
Pomona's twenty-one Chino Basin wells exceed the
State Department of Health Services' maximum
contaminant level of forty-five milligrams per liter.
Of those, three have been shut down. T?e city currently
purchases abo~t 6,000 acre/feet of unpo~ted water
per year, of which 4,000 acre/feet per year 1s used for
blending with the groundwater from the remaining
ten high-nitrate wells to meet the nitrate standard.
With of the Chino Basin wells meet the state standard

wells.
High nitrate concentrations in the water supptly have been shown
in some medical studies to have a negative he:alth impact on small
children. However, California Department of Health Services
statistics based on nationwide studies indica.te more than eighty
percent of the problems are reported at concentrations greater
than 100 milligrams per liter, and that no problems were found in
a twenty-five-year period where concentrations were less than
fifty milligrams per liter.

contamination problem. But equally significant, any
progress we make to restore access to groundwater supplies
in Pomona automatically frees up additional supplies of
our imported water where it is needed the most - in
communities such as Walnut and Diamond Bar, that are
totally reliant on imported water supplies."

Bill Koch, Three ValleysboardchairmanforSouthPomona,
said, "Recommendations resulting from this study, once
implemented, could be expected to save the City of Pomona
roughly $250,000 a year in water and operations costs. As
the city's water system becomes more self-sufficient, it
won't have to rely on imported water sources for blending."
The cost of implementing the study's recommendations
Three Valleys' initial contribution to the cost of the study was
may range anywhere from $100,000 to several million
$11,000 towards a maximum authorized $16,000. The dollars.
Metropolitan Water District (MWD) has agreed to contribute up
to $25,000, and the City of Pomona will contribute up to $16,000
Three Valleys is a major distributor of imported water,
for a maximum total of $57,000.
which represents roughly sixty percent of the water
Pau1 stigl ich, Three valleys board member and chairman of the consumed in the area. The agency is empowered by the
Engineering Committee, said the value of the "Nitrate Mitigation Metropolitan Water District of Southern California to sell
Feasibility Study" is twofold.
wholesale water supplies to member agencies in the East
San Gabriel and Pomona-Walnut ValJeys. For more
"First, it is most important that we go to work immediately to see
information or for a free water brochure, contact the Three
what can be done to clean up this severe groundwater
Valleys "water information hotline" at (714) 621-5568.

FOR RENT

By William F. Glavin

This Space As Low As
$78.15 Per Month
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Rising from t
art of San Bernardino's
business distr • the Maruko Hotel and
Convention Center is the perfect choice for
business travelers. Included in our
executive package is a courtesy shuttle to
Ontario Airport, a cocktail in Boomer's or
Lombard's, and the Maruko Executive
Breakfast every day of your stay. The
adjacent convention center offers 19,000
sq. ft. of meeting space which.can accommodate up to 1500 delegates rn one room.
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$10 for each additional person.
Call today and request the Corporate
Executive Package.
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295 North E Street, San Bernardino, CA 92401
(714) 381 -6181

e in the United States
have lost our competitive advantage in almost any industry we
can name. We have lost
this advantage not because we have
lost our innovative spirit, our creativity, nor our ability to get things done.
We have lost it because other nations
have learned how to do these things in
a more efficient and effective manner.
While it may seem strange for a college president to say so, education is
one of the main reasons we have lost
our competitive edge. Education is out
of step with change; it is sluggish; it is
complacent. And most frightening of
all, it is not keeping up with the times.
Forty years ago, reports by the Ford
and Carnegie Foundations took business schools to task for being "out of
touch with business." Unfortunately,
we have fallen into the same complacency trap that existed in those days.
Business education appears to be ignoring business and the business of management, training future business
leaders, as well as being aware of
changes that are happening.
Change today is more rapid than it
was 40 years ago. Changes in education
also must be more rapid if we are to
have any hope of regaining our competitive advantage as a nation.
Ten years ago, the theme of my commencement address to a prestigious
school was that we have a lot to learn
from other countries' approaches to
things, but that we are unwilli~g ~ do
so because our faculties and our mstitutions are not thinking globally.
I don't pretend to be a seer, but suddenly, the topics I spoke of some 10
years ago are coming into vogue.
Schools are realizing they must change
their curricula. Global education is
now the "in" thing. We are facing up to
the fact that businesses in other countries are subsidizing the way industry
operates. We are realizing that cultures and traditions are different all
over the world, and that today's managers have to understand how to motivate
and manage peo]>le with different backgrounds, traditions, cultures, and quality of life standards.
Why has U.S. business ~ost its competitiveness? U.S. compan1es have not
listened to their customers and have
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•
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edge. It is
sluggish, it is
complacent, it
isn't keeping up
with the times.

Ignoring customer needs has been a
problem of colleges and universities for
much too long now. The main reason
for this is that we don't know who our
customer is. Is it the student? Is it the
parent? Is it the faculty or alumni? Is it
the employer who hires the students? Is
it society in general? It's easy for a
company to identify their customersthey have defined buyers. Our buyers
are varied. They are small and large
businesses, governments, professional
organizations, and a variety of others
in both the profit and nonprofit sectors,
and we must not lose sight of the fact
that we are educating men and women
for life as well as for work.
Until we understand and accept who
our customers are, colleges and universities will not assist in helping us regain our competitiveness as a nation. If
we are not educating our students for
what the employer and society want
and need, not for today, but for the
future, then we are not supplying the
kind of product that is needed to become competitive in the world.
My first challenge is to all business
colleges and schools, to change and to
change rapidly, to begin to realize that
we have to meet the changing requirements of the universe in which we are
educating our students to participate.
There is yet another challenge that I
would extend: I challenge you, the business community, to be of assistance, not
only with an infusion of dollars that
will enable us to erect buildings, provide scholarships or perform new research, but to tell us what your management requirements will be in 15
years. How can we better educate the
leaders of the future that you so desperately need? You can offer wise and welcome counsel by serving on advisory
boards, by taking an active interest in
colleges and universities that supply
the product you are so fond of criticizing-in short, by becoming ~y ~
volved in what should be happenmg m
higher education.
There is much to be done to help
America regain its competitive edge,
and business, industry and education
all have a significant role to play.

not fulfilled customer requirements.
Fulfilling those requirements is the
cornerstone of business, regardless of
size and those organizations that don't
do it stand a greater.chance of failure.
The reasons for not listening to customer requirements are as varied as
the number of companies. They do not
matter. What does matter is that many
companies outside of the United States
realized how complacent U.S. firms had
become. They filled that void and made
mlijor inroads into our markets. As a
result, we are seeing companies in the
United States paying much greater at- William F. Glavin, former vice chairtention to their customers today than man ofXerox Corp., is president ofBabthey have in the past.
son College, Wellesley, MBBB.
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Advertising Agencies
Airlines
Architectural & Engineering Firms
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EMPLOYERS continued from page 1
Where are these costs coming from? Where are
they headed in the future? What can employers
do about these costs now?

In order to respond to these questions, the
Inland Empire Regional Advisory Board of the
Merchants and Manufacturers Association
(M&M) is preparing to assemble 200 chief
executives and officers at an Executive
Luncheon on Wednesday, May 23 at the Ontario
Airport Hilton, to address issues related to the
Inland Empire health benefits cost crisis.
This mid-day panel presentation/discussion is
co-sponsored by the Corona Chamber of
Commerce, Greater Riverside Chamber of
Commerce, Ontario Chamber of Commerce,
Four Cities Employers Advisory Council
(Corona, Norco, Lake t:lsinore, Mira Lorna),
West Inland Empire Advisory Group, Inland
Empire Business Journal, and Lorna Linda
University.
The program, prepared by American Somerset
Inc. of Newport Beach, features a panel of four
nationally renowned health care authorities:
Ari Cowan, principal and chairman of American
Somerset; Roni De Sautels, employee benefit
specialist with Averbeck Company, Insurance
Brokers, Pomona; Lee H. Reynolds, Ph.D,
professor in the Department of HeaTth
Administration and Department of Business
and Economics at Lorna Linda University and
past chairman of the Department of Health
Administration; Michael 0 . Wolf, associate
attorney in the Employee Benefit and Executive
Compensation Department of Reid & Hellyer.
Collectively, the panel will probe the Inland
Empire health care cost crisis from several
perspectives: the health care delivery. syst~m,
insurance system, legal and legtslattve
considerations and developments, and the
management of health benefits costs. The panel

will also analyze the Deukmejian
Administration's draft proposal for government
mandated health care in the private sector
workplace.
The primary reason for organizing this executive
luncheon program according to Barbara Crouch,
Inland Empire Regional Manager for M&M,
was to respond in an organized manner to the
numerous demands for information and
assistance on health care costs from her 400
member companies. "There is no doubt that
health care costs are a major concern to Inland
Empire employers," stated Crouch. "With the
cost of providing medical benefits already
exceeding eleven percent of payroll and
expected to reach fifteen percent of payroll in
the early 1990's, we need to understand the
problem so that we can take action now to
reduce the escalation of costs. There is an
upside to this problem - the companies that
learn how to effectively manage their health
care costs will have a definite competitive
advantage over those that just follow the current
trend Our objective is to give companies in the
Inland Empire the opportunity for that
competitive edge."
Attendance at the Executive Luncheon is open
to anyone with an interest in managing health
benefit costs. It is specifically directed toward
senior management including owners,
presidents and CEO's, and financial officers.
The registration fee of $55.00 per person
includes the presentation, lunch, and a complete
Executive Summary, which contains the content
of the speakers' presentations and supplemental
information on the situation including additional
statistics, strategies, and solutions. The
registration fee for members of M&M and the
co-sponsoring organizations is $45.00
Persons wishing to attend th,is luncheon can
obtain information by calling
(714) 784-9430.
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING CRISIS BODES LONG TERM PR()BLEMS
Most people in the Inland Empire are familiar with the
shrinking availability of affordable housing in Southern
California. Indeed, it would be reasonable to say that
many have benefitted from it to some degree. While
acknowledging this state of affairs, I want to point out
why the affordability crisis could spell long term
economic disaster for this region, and why we must
take steps now to correct the problem before it is too
late.

arguments will focus on convincing business leaders in other
industries that you have a larger stake in housing than you
initially realized. First, let us set aside any social equality or
economic justice considerations, not because businesses do
not care about these values (as many detractors would believe),
but because the economic self-interest argument is strong
enough even when divorced from other factors.

Businesses today are faced with an entirely different set of
decision-making parameters than in the past, and they are
First, let us take a quick look at the numbers. The Inland increasingly altering their priorities accordingly. An article
Empire Economic Council's Quarterly Economic by George Hack, entitled "Location Trends: 1958-1988,"
Report for Winter 1990 presents a good review of the illustrates the new emphasis on "quality of life issues" of
current situation. Inland Empire economist John Husing, which a major component is the availability of affordable
the author of the report, indicates that to buy the housing for employees. The problem employers face is that
$168 ,000 average priced Inland Empire new home in the $63,000 family income level discussed above is high
December 1989, afamilywouldneed to have an annual enough to exclude more than just clerical staff, but a lot of
income of almost $63,000 after a down payment of middle management people, and even some more senior
$33,700 (twenty percent). For the average $125,000 employees. The extra costs to employees mu.st to some
resale home, the income level was $47,000, and the degree be borne by the employers, which incre~ses the cost
down payment $25,000.
of doing business here and makes it less desirable to (re )locate
·
to the region.
Husing shows that only twenty-one percent of the
families in the state could qualify for a new home here, The sharp cost of housing in the counties to our west has
and thirty-six percent could afford a resale home. The operated to our benefit in the recent past by the exact
staggering finding is that the "affordable housing" mechanism described above, and we are still seeing the
center of Southern California really does not look that increase in jobs as a result. However, it is quite possible that
affordable after all. Certainly compared to the average the same affliction will adversely affect economic
new home prices in Los Angeles and Orange Counties development in the Inland Empire over the next decade or
of $207,000 and $277,000 respectively, the Inland two. As long as close proximity to the Greater Los Angeles
Empire appears affordable. But this shows just how far market justifies the cost of doing business here, then firms
we have stretched the definition.
will continue to locate, or relocate, and the availability of
reasonably priced Inland Empire housing will be an important
Everyone who works in the construction or related real factor in sustaining this equilibrium. The alarming news is
estate and finance industries can stop reading now. You that the costs of operating in Southern California keep rising
are all very familiar with the problem and are intimately at several times the inflation rate, and if this continues,
aware of how it affects your business. The rest of my

The lack of affordable housing also has a more obvious and
immediate impact on every business in Southern California.
As housing costs continue to rise, the amount of disposable
income that consumers have to spend on goods and services
declines as priorities shift to the more basic needs of food
and shelter. The full impact of this has yet to be felt,
because of the large number of existing homeowners who
bought before the rapid price increases, many of whom
could not afford to buy their own homes today and who
have a large amount of excess equity within reach. But as
home ownership continues to decline, there should be a
proportional drop in purchasing power of the area's
consumer base, and eventually the appreciation rates on
real estate may drop enough to greatly reduce the flow of
income from this source, which should make a lot of
businesses very nervous.
Another important point to consider is the impact on small
businesses, which have become amajorsourceofinnovation
driving the state's economy. Many of these firms rise from
a few entreprenurial individuals who typically prefer to
live and work in the same area, thus contributing to the
trend ofjobs to follow affordable housing. Especially as we
move into the telecommuting era, we will find people who
can exercise a greater degree of flexibility as to where they
live. Already there are some signs of a mini "brain drain"
of young professionals who do not wish to live in the Los
Angeles Basin, or who simply cannot afford to live here.
Next month I will focus more on suggested solutions to the
affordable housing crisis.
John Zakoske is administrative assistant to Ralph Lewis,
founder and chairman of the Board of Lewis Homes,
headquartered in Upland.
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THE INLAND EMPIRE's FASTEST FALLING STOCKS
Between March 27 and April28, 1990
STOCK
Data Design Labs
General Dev. Corp.
CVB Financial
Na. Medical Ent.
FMC

CLOSING PRICE
4 3/8
1 3/4
13 1(2
32 1(2
31 3/4

%LOSS
-154,29%
-56.30%
-31.48%
-24.62%
-12.60%

DOWN
3
21/4
4 1/4
8
4

STOCKS OF INLAND EMPIRE INTEREST

STOCK
Fleetwood Ent.
Kasler Corp.
Rohr
Lockheed
DataDesignLabs
Gen. Dynamics
TORO
Covington Dev.
Gen. Electric
Pepsico
K-Mart
LaZBoy
Na.Med. Ent.
Dayton Hudson
Kaufman &
Broad
FMC
CVB Financial

52 Week

Wed.
4(25/9
Close
25 1!2
9 1/4
20 1/8
33
43/8
36 3/4
26 5/8
23(32
64 3/8
65
33 1/8
19 3/4
321!2
67 1/8

Tues.
03(27/90
Close
25 5/8
93/8
22 5/8
34 3/8
11 1/8
38 7/8
29 1(2
23(32
64 7/8
63 1/2
35
17 1!2
40 1!2
69

Hi

Low

27 1/8
10 1/8
23 118
41 1(2
11 1/8
46 1/8
30
31/32
67 1/4
68 1/2
37 1/4
207/8
40 1!2
72

22 3/8
8 1(2
18 1!2
32 1/4
3 1/4
35 7!8
23 3/4
5/8
60 1/8
54
32 1/8
16 3/4
29 1/4
58 3/4

12 3/8
31 3/4
13 1!2

12 7/8
35 3/4
17 3/4

15 1/4
417/8
22 7/8

10 3/4
35 1/4
13 1(2

PIE
Ratio
10.3
29.4
68.9
12.5
4.5
13.8
14.3
18.9
9.0
12.4
11.2
12.1
5.0
8.6
7.7

The infonnation on this list was provided by Dean Witter's Upland Office, Don Oldham
and Nancy Kiihn partners. Phone: (714) 981-4875.
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employers will increasingly look at areas other than Southern
California. If that happens, we will all suffer.
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THE INLAND EMPIRE'S FASTEST RISING STOCKS
Between March 27 and April28, 1990
%GAIN
UP
CLOSING PRICE
+12.9%
2 1/4
19 3/4
+6.25%
1 3/4
29 3/4
11/2
65

•
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Stocks of Inland Empire Interest
STOCK
LAZBOY
Cal Mat
Pepsico
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Chino Valley Bank, with a capital position
allowing for loans in excess of $7,500,000, is ... ·

THE INDEPENDENT BANK
FOR BUSINESS
Specializing in ...
• Commercial Lending
• Construction Financing
• Accounts Receivable Financing
• Money Market Multiplier Account
Earn $100,000 TCD rate on personal a nd business money
market accoun ts with average balance of $25,000
CHINO MAIN • (714) 627-7316
EAST CHINO • (714) 591 -7591
CORONA • (714) 734·6120
POMONA • (7 14) 629-4151
COLTON· (714) 825-9800
ARCADIA • (818) 445-7350
SOUTH ARCADIA· (818) 446-3118

"

ONTARIO AIRPORT • (714) 980·1080
ONTARIO • (714) 983-139()UPLAND • (714) 946·6921
SAN BERNARDINO • (714) 381 ·5561
COVINA • (818) 915-8931
SAN GABRIEL • (818) 286·3166
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Its Villa Hotel, as well as special season
passes, group discounts, and late-day,
two~for-one passes. The Palm Springs
Aenal Tramway also stretches its hours
and offers ride-and-dine packages for a
spectacular sunset experience.
Desert Off-Road Adventures is featuring
exhiliarating four-wheel-drive tours of
the Santa Rosa Mountains at rates almost
fony percent lower than in the winter
months. Desert Off-Road can also claim
a major share of the credit for persuading
the Agua Caliente band of the Cahuilla
Indians to open their beautiful Indian
Canyons year-round, and will be guiding
walking tours through the canyons daily.
Baseball fans can cheer on the Palm
Springs Angels, the Class A fann club
affiliate for Gene Autry's California
Angels, at more than seventy home games
between June and September. Free
evening concerts and family film festivals
in Sunrise Park round out the
entertainment picture.
SUNNY DAYS AND BALMY NIGHTS
Next to extraordinary value, the nearperfect weather is the big draw for
"Summer in the Springs." Dress is casual,
with shorts, sundresses, and swimsuits
everywhere.
Palm Springs first became a hangout for
the rich and glamorous more than fifty
years ago. In 1938, when the city was
incorporated,
the season started in mid,
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January and ended abruptly at the end of
March. Visitors were Hollywood stars,
European royalty, and politicians. They
tended to both arrive and depart as a
group. For years, the town followed suit.
Hotels, restaurants and retail shops closed
from mid-May through November, and
Palm Springs slept through the summer.
As recently as ten years ago, several of
the major hotels and restaurants closed
their doors from June through September.
Today, t..'"' . . . . . "·""' U'-'-V"' .... ..., 1\.llle.... l w1u1
each year, as every major hotel and
restaurant is open year-round, and the
city has adapted to a steady stream of
visitors- more than two million last year.
Palm Springs Regional Airport, which
offers service from seven major carriers,
has logged steady two-digit increases in
passengers through the last two years,
and even Alaska Airlines, which
traditionally discontinued its Seattle-San
Francisco-Palm Springs route in the
summer, has just announced that its planes
will keep flying all year.
Although local hospitality professionals
predict a twelve-month "high season"
for Palm Springs within the next five
years, summer here still promises
beautiful weather, excellent attractions
and entertainment, and fine restaurants
and shopping - all the amenities of a
world-class resort at a fraction of the
winter cost.

<>RAN<iE C<>AST TITLE EXPANDIN<i
In early 1986, the real estate industry in the
Inland Empire was on the threshold of a
tremendous period of growth. Anticipating
this surge in development and sales, and
calculating the most efficient way to retain
and serve its client base, Orange Coast Title's
offices in San Bernardino and Riversidejoined
forces. Under the leadership of John Wiley,
a new office opened in Colton to serve as
headquarters for the three branches and
approximately 75 employees.
Now, in 1990, the Inland Empire division of
OCT has grown to seven branch offices in
Rancho Cucamonga, Lake Elsinore,
Temecula, Hemet, Palm Desert, Palm Springs,
and Victorville, and is serviced by more than
165 employees, a growth also reflected in the
company's rapidly in~reasing profits.

OCT recently announced its purchase of
Record Title Company of California, which
is licensed to do business in Los Angeles and
Orange Counties. The purchase of Record
Title, which will operate as a wholly-owned
subsidiary of OCT, will make it possible for
OCT to service clients throughout southern
California.
The Colton office under Wiley's leadership
is taking advantage of a ripe marketplace.
Wiley has been with OCT since 1977, just
three years after the company was founded.
In 1980, he was promoted to county manager
for San Bernardino County, and he quickly
moved into the position of county manager
for Riverside County as well. He became
Vice President and Inland Empire Manager
in 1986 when the Colton office opened.
Three years later he was promoted to Senior
·
Vice Presidenl

"Since we established the Inland Empire
operation in 1986, the most significant
development has been its improved Wiley is moving the Inland Empire activities
profitability," commented Wiley recently. of OCT in such a way as to accommodate the
"There is no question that this is due to needs of a growing number of home builders
consistent service. Our representatives are as well as the large marlcet of realtors. In the
accessible, flexible, responsive and Inland Empire, the proportion ofresale/builder
professional-providing a wide range of services is 60/40, compared to 80/20 for
servicestoourclientsfromlongrangeresearch Orange County.
and financing to quick, up-to-the-minute
information via our hotline on existing raw "We anticipate continued market growth and
continued growth in our market share well
land."
into the 1990's," said Wiley. "The new home
Because of its seven strategically located market will probably grow the most, and it is
branch offices, OCT is in a position to serve our goal to increase our market share in this
outlying areas as well as the main commercial area as we broaden our client base among
centers of the Inland Empire.
realtors."

Apartment Homes ...
With The Accent On Home

DELMAR AT
MASTER-PL
TERRA VISTA

ED

In Rancho Cucamonga, near schools, parks, shopping and more!
Full recreation facilities are on-site. And these apartment homes
offer an array of outstanding features including private garages
with openers and washers/dryers.
From the San Bernardino Frwy (1-10), take
Haven Ave. north to Foothill Blvd. Go right
on Foothill 1 mile to Milliken Ave. then left
1 block to Church St. Turn left again 1 block
to Elm Ave. then right to Del Mar.
Open daily 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(714) 980-RENT
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Editorial
CITY HOUSING PLANS NEED UPDATES
Our front page story on the struggle between Claremont McKenna College and nearby residents has
brought to light a disturbing fact. Most Inland Empire cities do not have approved, up-to-date housing
elements in their general land and resources use plan as required by the State of California. Most of the
housing plans are either "obsolete" (i.e., have not been revised within the last five years) or are "out of
compliance" (their revisions have been sent back as not in compliance with state housing laws).
The follow list contains cities with obsolete (ob) or out of compliance·(ooc) plans in San Bernardino
County: Adelanto (ob), Barstow (ooc), Big Bear Lake (ob), Colton (ob), Fontana (ooc), Grand Terrace
(ob), Lorna Linda (ob), Montclair (ooc ), Needles (ob), Ontario (ob ), Rancho Cucamonga (ob), Redlands
(ooc), Rialto (ob), Upland (ooc) and Victorville (ooc).
The following Riverside County cities are also in the same boat Banning (ob), Beaumont (ob),
Cathedral City (ob), Hemet (ob), Indian Wells (ooc), Lake Elsinore (ob), Moreno Valley (ooc), Norco
(ooc), Palm Desert (oc), Perris (ob), Rancho Mirage (ob) and San Jacinto (ooc).
Those not on the above lists are in the review process.
We strongly urge these cities to bring their housing element plans into up-to-date compliance as soon
as possible. Otherwise, we may well soon see a rash of suits blocking development such as the ones
which have already started in Orange County.

U.S.- MEXICO TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
While a full -scale free trade agreement between the United States and Mexico maybe a
long way off, there are already tremendous opportunities to be seized by far-sighted
business people in the Inland Empire. Formal ta}ks to set up a trade partnership between
the United States and Mexico began only a month ago, and there is every indication that
they will drag on for a while. The prospect of a pact patterned after the Canadian-U.S.
free trade agreement of January, 11989, is attractive to Mexico, but our neighbor to the
south has a case of the jitters.
The Mexican government's primary concern is that their economy not get tied too closely
to a sluggish American economy, perhaps headed for a recession.
Be that as it may, opportunities already abound, American and other multinational
companies (including several from Japan) have for years been shipping _unassembled
parts for products into Mexico to be assembled there where land and labor ts cheap. The
assembled parts th~n go out of Mexico to be stored as inventory and are eventually
distributed.
As close as the Inland Empire is to Mexico, and as much lateral space is availabl~ in our
region, why isn't the business community making more o~ ~~effort to set up .f•r~t the
necessary infrastructure, and then to secondly build the facthues to store and distribute
all those products assembled in Mexico?
What an opportunity to let slip through our hands!
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HOW TO THINK ABOUT THE
SAVINGS AND LOAN
SCANDAL
by Douglas A. Jeffrey
Costs to the American taxpayer of the
widespread collapse of the thrift industry
will exceed $250 billion, or about $1 ,000
for every man, woman, and child among
us
And this has been no simple matter of
high-risk investments by unscrupulous
.·desperados in the private sector.
Members of Congress often repeatedly
intervened with officials of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board, to prevent
them from taking what would hve been
preventive action.
Yet according to one of a number of
Senators who personally intervened
on behalf of Lincoln Savings and Loan
in Irvine, California - which lost over
two billion in tax dollars -this was "just
another example of elected officials
going to bat for a constituent who
appeared to be getting pushed around
by bureaucrats." Business as usual.

alone, of the public," rather than the
passions, to "control and regulate the
government." And
no
other
characterization places it in starker
contrast to how our government works
today.
Special interest legislation, such as in
former times was looked down on as an
aberration- pork barrel, it was calledhas now become the rule in Wahington.
Regulations and laws are routinely
aimed to benefit one or another of
countless special interest groups who
lobby there-blacks, Hispanics, Indians,
retired people, college students, unwed
mothers, farmers, the handicapped,
small businessmen, and so on. Not to
mention thrift executives. Insofar as
any remnant of any notion of a common
good remains, it seems only to point to
increasing the size of the public trough
which makes all such lobbying lucrative.
That is, it points to higher taxes and
increased
deficit
spending.
Paradoxically, these have proved
uncommonly bad for the nation.

Now, even leaving aside the fact that
these officials received enormous
campaign contributions from the very
"constituents" - namely the thrift
executives - who stood to gain from
this intervention, their across-the-board
lack of remorse seems remarkable,
even shocking, given the calamitous
outcome of their policy. But this
chutzpah is only the most recent sign
of what has amounted to a revolution in
Washington over the past twenty-five
years.
In short, the savings and loan fiasco
illustrates how the spirit of faction has
been institutionalized in and by the
bureaucratic or welfare state,
fundamentally changing the way in
which our government operates.
In his celebrated Federalist 10, James
Madison defines a faction as "a number
of citizens, whether amounting to a
majority of a minority of the whole, who
are united and actuated by some
common impulse or passion, adverse
to the rights of other citizens, or to the
permament and aggregate interests ~f
the community." In today's parlance 1t
is an interest group angling for a special
treatment or privileges -which is also
to say, a foot up on other groups - as
opposed to equal treatment under the
law. Factionalism ' had proved the
premature death of previous
democracies, so the Framers brought
all their innovative genius to bear
against it. The enlarged republic,
representation, life tenure for Judges,
checks and balances, and above all
the seperation of powers - ~II th~se
were intended to stem the fact1ous t1de.

Specific exceptions within the law,
hirtherto anathema, represent the flipside of "affirmative action" legislation.
Consider the provision, one of hundreds
like it in the 1 986 Tax Act, exempting "A
mixed use project, containing a 300
unit, twelve-story hotel, garage, two
multi-rise office buildings, and also
included a port, renovated river-boat
and barge with festival marketplace,
the capital outlays for which
approximate $68,000,000."
Such exceptions are written so as to
mask the identity of the beneficiaries,
as well as of the congressmen
responsible for inserting them.
From the point of view of James
Madison, this manner of lawmaking
cuts to the very quick of American
democracy. It is fully as arbitrary and
capricious as the rule against which
Americans revolted in 1776, in the name
of equal rights. This fact sho~ld inform
our thinking about the meamng of the
thrift debacle, and raise fundamental
doubts about the principles of the
bureaucratic or welfare state.

The welfare state was erected twentyfive years ago on the idea of strivin~ for
equality of condition in Amencan
society, rather than for equality of
opportunity as in the past. It follo":'ed
that government would have to get mto
the business of redistributing wealth
and rationing out opportunities and
privileges unequally, according to everchanging social circumstance~ and
criteria. What we now observe IS the
predictable evolution of this paternalistic
system into a corrupt arrangement of
backroom
deal-making
by
congressmen, bureaucrats (like those
at the Federal Home Loan Bank Board),
and special interests (like S&L
Indeed, one way to characterize executives).
American constitutionalism is as a
bulwark against the effects of facti~n, Douglas A. Jeffrey is Directo_r of
allowing (in Madison's words agam, Scholarship at the Claremont InstitUte.
this time in Federalist 49) "the reason,
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Inland Empire Business Journal
Closeup
This month t.he Inland Empire Business Journal
conducted an m-depth interview with Dan St h
ep enson,
founder and President of Ra
headquartered in Rancho Califo~~~.n Development,
IEBJ: Mr. Stephenson how did
real estate and development?
you get your start in
Step.henson: W~ll, I was already out of high school
marned and working. I had just enough money saved
up to go to college for one year. I decided to go to
U.S.C . beca~se they had one of the few business
departments In the country at that time with an emphasis
on real .estate. I really wanted to go to U.S.C. even
though It was costly' so I completed one year there
Then I was out of money.
·
I h.ad always wanted to do things myself, but at that
potnt my father stepped forward and insisted that he
pay for the rest of my education. 1agreed and received
my bachelors degree in business from U.S.C. Later 1
earned a masters degree in finance, also at U.S.C.
In 1967, I moved to the Inland Empire and bought some
land there. As you can imagine, I could purchase it at
a very c~eap pri~e then. I went to work for Coldwell
Ban~erf1rst as a f1nance director and then as salesman.
l.beheved that I was making all the right decisions at the
t1me because 1. had seen the San Fernando Valley go
through explos1ve growth while I lived there growing up,
and I knew that some day the exact same thing would
haooen to the Inland Emoire.
In 1970, I was working in sales and came across 294
acres of vacant land that nobody wanted. The seller
was requiring $18,000 down, so I found myself a
partner and we each carne up with $9,000, made the
payments, and sold the land in about two years for a
modest profit.
Around January, 1970, I became a full time agent for
Coldwell Banker. I started to put together some limited
partnerships to purchase and develop Inland Empire
lalld. Art Hill was my manager then (he's now Chairman
of the Board of Coldwell Banker), and Art called me in
one da~ and told me that limited partnerships were
so~th.tng that .the company did not want me doing. At
that potnt I res1gned because I was convinced of the
~alue of limited partnerships in developing vacant land
if they were done with integrity.
I then formed my own company called Rancho
Consultants for the express purpose of forming limited
partnerships involving investors from all over the country
to buy and develop Inland Empire land. Here at Rancon
we're still doing that today.

IEBJ: How did you start Rancon itself?
Stephenso~: Ea~ly on we made a commitment to the
Inland Emp1re. I f1gured that if I formed a solid company
and put down deep roots here for long enough people
would eventually move here. Then we woulci be in a
very good position.

in trees and landscaped the area well before we began
to bui~ the upscale homes on those large lots.
As I said bef~re, we made a fortune on the projed, but
what really g1ves me satisfaction is that it will still be a
stunningly beautiful community a hundred years from
now.
Ra~ho California was at one time a cattle ranch. Then
Ka1ser came in and bought up about 20,000 acres in
the Rancho California-Temecula area. Not only Boise
Cascade but also other groups, including Arco and
former President Reagan and some of his friends
bought ~ig chunks of land here. Right now we own
sub.stantlal acreage on both sides of the freeway.
We re also very prou~ of our involvement in the Tri-City
Corporate Centre project and Rancon Business Center
which is contiguous to Rancho California to the north'
That's 593 acres of commercial and industriai
development. Actually, I'd have to say that were proud
of all of our projects.

IEBJ: What Rancon projects are currently in the
works?
S~ephenson: Well, Rancon Business Center alone
w111 be seven million built-out square feet fifteen years
!rom now. o .n June 2, we'll have 5,000 potential
Investors runntng all over the site.

IEB_J: What do you consider to have been your best
projects over the years?
Stephenson: First of all, I would say La Cresta. That's
a. 6,0.0?-acr~ development here in Rancho California.
Its divided 1nto lots of only five, ten and fifteen acres
~st of them five-acre lots. We made a fortune on it:
~1se Cascade, a big country-wide developer had come
1nto the Rancho California area and had purchased
thou~ands of ~cre.s to develop. Unfortunately, they did
noth1ng but bwld d1rt roads. There was no infrastructure
no utilities, and, of course, no houses.
'
W~ came in about 1972 and bought some of the land.
Bo1se lost a class action suit over the unfinished project
and at that point we bought the rest of the 6,000 acres:
We not only built the infrastructure but we also brought

We have a number of mixed-used projects. The Alta
Murrieta ~roject is co":'plete. That's 600 acres including
thr~e ~ajor parks whteh are spacious and impeccably
matnta1ned. It's not your usual story of a token small
park that doesn't get .used much or maintained very
well. We have a commitment here to building residential
and. mixed-used projects that make full use of the
ava.llable la.nd here by putting in superior parks.
w_e re ~ork1ng on four master-planned communities in
~1vers1~e, and we're also working on four commerciaV
1ndustnal centers, including one in Perris and one in
Ontario. The one in Ontario is on the northeast
quadrant of the intersection of 1-1 0 and 1-15 at Etiwanda.
We'~e built seven buildings there now, and, as soon as
they re sold, we'll build seven more.

IEBJ: Mr. Stephenson, what do you enjc)y the most
about your work?
Stephenson: I love working with our employees and
seetng them get ahead. I want to make absolutely sure
that our employees are not just making money but also

GUEST COMMENTARY

cOI'IIimled on page 19
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A U.S. GOVERNMENT SAVINGS ASSOCIATION
by Paul Bauer
Perish the thought, we're about to suggest the
nationalization of the insolvent thrift industry!
But, as much as we hate the idea, we can't
come up with a better solution. We submit that
the insolvent thrifts held by the Resolution
Trust Corporation should be combined to
form anew entity-a U.S. Government Savings
and Loan Association.
As they are now. insolvent RTC thrifts are
creating havoc:
RTC managed thrifts offer CD rates and yields
that can't be guaaranteed to term. Yet they
don't advise depositors of that fact. Reportedly,
they are only authorized to meet the rates of
their competitors, yet they continue to offer
high national rates.

As each thrift is taken over, renewed fears are
expressed concerning the health and stability
of the entire thrift industry. The real estate
community waits in fear that the RTC will
"dump" aassets and destroy local and regional
economies.
And that's just the tip of the iceberg.
Regulators need to correct two things: First,

they need to buy time so that the disposal of
these thrifts is not a dumping process or a "fire
sale." Secondly, they need to protect the
franchise value of these insolvent thrifts. The
consensus is that any thrifts franchise value
immediately drops twenty percent when
regulators take it over.
Here's our proposal:
As each insolvent thrift passes through
receivership, it becomes a division of U.S.
Savings, a federal agency funded by the
Treasury. Since U.S. Savings is a government
thrift, ALL deposits are insured. New deposits
receive a fixed-rate set between competitive
CD rates and U.S. Savings Bonds, much
closer to the latter.
To retain deposits, all CD rates and terms in
effect at the time of the action would be
honored. However, all rollovers are subject to
a new rate. That slows ariy deposit loss and
gives the government an opportunity to adjust
accordingly.
U.S. Savings Bonds, participatio.n in President
Bush's Savings Plan, and posstbly some low

cost insurance plan could be exclusive to U.S.
Savings. Essentially U.S. Savings would
appeal to the traditional small saver who
might purchase U.S. Savings Bonds, and
depositors whose major concern is safety.
They would sacrifice return forth at assurance.
The government sold $652 million worth of
U.S. Savings Bonds in February 1990, bringing
the total outstanding to $118.85 billion - and
that's without the facilities these thrifts could
provide. Savings bonds are currently earning
6.98 percent on terms exceeding five years.
In comparison, the rate the RTC charged
insolvent thrifts requiring funds was 8.05
percent as of March 19th, a 107 basis point
spread.
What Congress and the regulators are
overlooking is the negativity associated with
any insolvent thrifts under RTC
conservatorship . Thrifts in the RTC
Conservatorship Program, "Look, taste and
smell rotten. • As long as they are perceived as
such, the RTC will be unable to raise low-cost
funds.
But, change the image to a safe, conservative

functioning agencyofthe U.S.A., and the cost
of funds drops. Without an atmosphere of
impe~ding doom, there's no reason to pay a
premrum for funds and, by designing the thrift
for very conservative savers, you tap a large
source of low-cost funds.
Once the cost of funds is lowered, the
maintenance of the billions in insolvent thrift
assets becomes practical. Following that, an
orderly marketplace for the disposition of
assets can be created in the communities
where the.y e~ist. Remember U.S. Savings is
the combrnat10n of a few hundred insolvent
thrifts. By being on-site and familiar with local
real estate conditions, managers can make
reasonable appraisals of the properties they
hold and optimize the return on any sales.
Compare this scenario to the present "fire
sale" investors are anticipating.lt's not simply
that investors aren't buying RTC-held assets
because the real estate market is soft, it's
because they're waiting to see the RTC hold
a desperation seii~H. While we fault the RTC
for not doing enough, we appreciate ·that
CONfiNUED ON PAGE 28 .
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A Wine and Food Survey by William
This column is written for the business person
who finds travel a necessity, as well as for those
who believe that eating a fine meal with a very
pleasant wine is a reward of travel and even life.
Each month we shall comment on different
restaurants, in the various cities that, I believe,
are most often visited by business persons from
the Inland Empire. These restaurants are chosen
strictly on merit. All restaurants were personally
\•isited. l plan to offer you briefsurveys, in lieu of
long reviews.

CLUB 74,73-061 El Paseo at Highway 74,
Palm Desert, CA:
Ali Baba Farzaneh, along with his wife,
Eveleen, has opened in Palm Desert, the fabulous new restaurant, Club 74, bringing French
cuisine with the light and delectable flair of
the South of France to the desert. Ali Baba and
Eveleen also own Eveleen's in Palm Springs.
Chef de Cuisine Jean Dumond executes the
menu he devises with Eveleen, who remains
in Palm Springs at Eveleen 's as executive chef
and hostess. Ali Baba is the host at Club 74,
and you can expect the gracious attention for
which he is so well known.
The neoclassic French decor of Club 74,
with touches of Moslem and Spanish architecture, is spectacular-a marble entryway with
a handcarved staircase leading to the dining
room, which is dramatized by a handmade
European crystal chandelier and fine wood
paneling and complemented by piano entertainment. As at Eveleen's, Club 74 has a
richly decorated private dining room for special occasions, featuring special artworks by
Martin Jewel of the Carlan Collection in Palm
Springs. This room seats 14 to 18 people, and
there is a special after-hours menu.
Best menu selections: Arlequinade de Ris
de Veau (veal sweetbreads sauteed in a light

CLOSEUP

BUILDING MATERIALS
BLOCK ·• CEMENT
• ROCK • SAND

bordellaise sause with mushrooms, served on
a bed of angel hair) at $21.00 ... also, Demi
Poulet avec Crevettes (half a chicken, debon~ except for leg and thigh bones, accomparued with shrimp and a ginger and orange
Grand Marnier sauce) at $16.00.
To experience the traditional cuisine of
northern France and the light cuisine of the
South, and also to be treated like a personal
house guest as well, you must dine at Club 74
soon.
Club 74 is open for lunch and dinner reservations suggested ... (619) 568-2782.
THE PORTMAN GRILL, located in San
Francisco's Portman Hotel, is truly a great
find. The food is the best in town ... take my
word for it. The service could not be better
and the quiet, yet exquisite surroundings, offe;
the perfect setting for a great romantic dinner.
Chef Halpert has designed a menu which
will. please all tastes, and he oversees the
kitchen in the same style that a conductor
overs'ees an orchestra.
On your next visit to San Fr~cisco, don't
miss the Portman Grill, or you will disappoint
only yourself if you do not try the fresh pasta
with a different offering daily ... or the Bouillabaisse. Chef Halpert has his own version of
Bouillaba,isse, and I have never had better.
Dessert offers a Creme Brulee which is a oneway ticket to heaven.
I have had the opportunity during the twelve
months of 1989 to visit over one hundred and
fifty restaurants, of which twenty-six were
selected for review in this column.
Look for the January 1990 issue as Restaurant Row will present the "Best of the B6St,"
while announcing the 1989 "Inland Empire
Business Journal's Award of Excellence"
w1nners.
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9393 HAVEN AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA

Rosaline M Tanishita, LCSW
LCSW LIC #LCSXX63

Individual, Marriage, And, Fa1nily Cou11seling
9089 Baseline Rd., Suite 201
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

(714) 399-1904
Employment
Opportunities
Real Estate

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE

Established & highly rcspccted Southern California commercial. iDdi.IStrial, and inves1ment Jal eatal.e fum
is expanding its brokerage operation. lncrcuing muket activity in the Inland Empire is providing additional
long tc::rm income opportunity for our business. We are seeking Top Profeallonal.s who wish 10 broaden
their careers in a non-corpon1.e a1m01phm: where canpenuuon is commc:nsunl.e with ability.
Ideal commission sale& e&ndidat.e& should have a very succ:essful sales performance record and a strong
desire for 6-figure income. Experience should include corporal.e executive sales, Jal estate broltcnge. or
related sales careers. Our training program willaccanmodal.e all experience levels.
Our commission oompenaation prognm is unmau:hed in the industry.lf your goals include pc::rsonal and
economic independence and you wish 10 be a.uociated with an experienced and proCessional organization,
please forward your resume in confidence 10:

Personnel Dept., P.O. Box 2348
Riverside, California 92516-2348

conlinued from page 17

enjoying themselves at it. We have the
reputation .of being one of the very best
companies to work for. We work hard to
make that a true statement.
There are, remember, three divisions
within Rancon: development, real estate,
and syndication. We're still putting
together limited partnerships with integrity,
even though the unsavory record of some
limited partnerships has made the tax
laws tougher. Right now we're proud to
have about 60,000 satisfied investors
around the country.
JEBJ: Is there anything that you
particularly dislike about your job?
Stephenson: No, there really isn't. I'm
in love with my work.
IEBJ: How do you enjoy spending your
time away from work?
·

Stephenson: My family and I live here.
We're part of this community. I'm
dedicated to seeing only quality
development here.
My wife Maura and I have four children
and one grandchild. I'm a ski nut, but
tennis is a close second.
:'

"According to the latest
U.S. Census Bureau
report, the Inland Empire
is the fastest-growing
· large metropolitan area
in the U.S. with a growth
,., rate of 46o/o for the
decade."

:•.

- Ronald E. Douglas
President/Chief Executive Officer
Rancon Financial Corporation

Children's Festival
continued from page 12

also sponsoring a children's art contest
at Palm Springs area schools. Contest
participants will design the ~ffi~ial
1990 festival logo and the wmmng
entry will be: used on all promotional
festival items. In addition, the winning
child will receive a $1,000 U.S.
Savings Bond.

In addition ' the Festival will. include
children's open-air arts and crafts
activities in Sunrise Park, free musical
and comedy performances at the Plaza
Theatre, celebrity guest appearances,
family shows and Disneyland
entertainment at Angel Stadium, and
a spectacular free family fireworks For "more information, call the City of
show and party hosted by the Jaycees Palm Springs Recreation & Special
on Wednesday, July 4.
Events Departmentat(619 )323-8274
Currently, the City of Palm Springs is

or (619)323-8286.

OPEN 7 DAYS
WE DELIVER

FUJITSU ANNOUNCES ENGLISH/
JAPANESE WORD PROCESSOR
Fujitsu recently introduced the OA YSIS
30AX-W, an international version of its
popular Japanese word processor, that
allows users to convert Japanese words
typed phonetically in the English alphabet
to Japanese characters at the touch of a key.
The Fujitsu OASYS 30AZ-W is Fujitsu's
response to increasing demand in the United
States for tools capable of processing the
Japanese language.
The new bi-lingual world processor runs
on an 80186 chip, a 16-bit central processing
unit, and an operating system derived from
the Fujitsu JEF, the Japanese Extension
Feature of the company's mainframe
operating system. An MS-DOS file
conversion program included in the system
software pennits the converting of MSDOS text files to OASYS format and
OASYS text files to MS-OOS" format.
In addition, optional telecommunications
software offers connectivity with bulletin
board or E-Mail systems. File transfers
between two 30AX-Ws will retain all
formatting and graphics information.

"We are pleased to be able to offer Lh!s
much needed product to our customers ln
the United States," said Yasushi Nakamura,
president and chief executive officer of
Fujitsu America.
"While Japanese businesses in the Unit~d
States are the principal market for thts
product, American companies.• pro~e~sional
offices and schools and umversttles are
becoming more interested in developing a

Japanese text processing capability."
The OASYS 30AX-W features a
spreadsheet program, built-in thermal
printer, autodialer, calendar and an address
and telephone director. The new ACpowered model released simultaneously in
the United States and Japan, will be fully
supported in both countries. Using the
Fujitsu OASYS 30AX-W, the user can
type either in English or in an variety of
Japanese input modes.
Users can touch-type directly "kana" (the
50-character Japanese alphabet), using
Fujitsu's highly regarded thumb-shift
method, or type phonetically in English
(standard Qwerty keyboard arrangement)
and convert multiple phrases to "kana" and
Kanji" (Japanese idiograms, numbering in
the thousands) by pressing a single key.
For example, one could input the phonetic
spellingofaJapanese word, such as "sushi,"
and receive the corresponding Japanese
characters.
A full set of more than 7,00 characters is
included, as well as 12 English fonts
including pica, elite, script and orator.
Optional software provides the means to
print Japanese text in such styles as "brush.~'
"maru gothic," and "scribe."
The 22-pound OASYS 30AX-W with its
built-in printer, keyboard and internal
modem, together with the system software
and manuals, will sell for $2,000. The
system comes with a one-year warranty
covering parts and labor.
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PITFALLS IN CONTRACTORS' INSURANCE
by Wlllwm Shernoff and Sharon Arkin

Before undertaking any construction
project, a prudent builder, contractor or
developer
naturally
purchases
comprehensive general liability coverage.
It is no doubt assumed by even the most
sophisticated contractors and developers
that the term "general liability insurance"
means what it says, that all potential
liabilities which might generally arise in
course of a construction project will be
insured. Unfortunately, that is simply
not the case, and this article will attempt
to explain some of the "gaps" in liability
which may occur. Hopefully, armed
with this knowledge, contractors and
builders can more intelligently address
the issues with their insurance agents and
brokers and get all the coverage they
really need.

not provide the extensive liability
coverage implied in its name. The typical,
standard-form policy is riddled with
numerous exclusions contained in a sea
of tiny type which is hard to read and
nearly impossible for even experienced
insurance counsel to understand. Very
often, a contractor may purchase such a
policy and, only after a lawsuit has been
filed, discover to his dismay that the
coverage is really very restrictive,

These policies are sufficient to cover the
very typical type of injuries that we all
buy liability insurance for. For example,
if a contractor is covered by such a policy
and during the course of a construction
project, one of the contractor's employees
negligently drops a board on a passerby,
causing physical injury to that person,
the accident will be covered. Similarly,
if the same inept employee negligently
Historically, business liability insurance
drops a board onto someone' scar, causing
was, and to some extent still is, supplied
property damage, that, too, will be
through distinct, single-purpose types of
covered.
policies. However, beginning in the early
1940's, the insurance industry began
However, once you get beyond these
combining the types of available liability
"typical" scenarios, anurnberofcoverage
coverages into what is now known as a
issues and exclusions come into play.
"comprehensive general liability policy"
For example, the standard-form policy
(hereafter "CGL policy") which contains
contains an exclusion for contractual
standardized language. This type of
liability. Under this exclusion, liability
policy is also sometimes known as a
assumed or arising from any contractual
"commercial
general
liability
agreement by the insured is not covered,
policy."Misleadingly, a CGL policy does
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

TAKE YOUR
COMPANY
FOR A RIDE
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with the exception of some very narrowly
defined "incidental contracts." Additional
endorsements are available which expressly
promise to provide coverage for the types
of liability covered by this exclusion.
However, even purchasing this additional
coverage, with the payment of additional
premiums, does not guarantee coverage.
There have actually been cases where the
insurer argued that the contractual liability
endorsement still did not provide coverage
for liability arising out of contractual
relationships.
Additionally, a CGL policy does not provide
coverage for liability arising our of the use
of an automobile or piece of mobile
equipment of the insured. Thus, unless the
CGL "package" purchased specifically
includes an endorsement adding auto
coverage, it is critical that an additional
business auto policy be purchased.
Similarly, CGL policies specifically
exclude coverage for injuries typically
covered under worker's compensation.
Thus, worker's compensation coverage
separate and apart from the CGL policy
must be purchased. However, under
California case law, the CGL policy would
cover inj~ies incurred by an employee of
a sub-contractor injured by the general
contractor's negligence.
The most critical exclusions in the context
of a contractor's or builder's liability are
the "products' exclusion and the "work"
exclusion. These exclusions attempt to
exclude coverage for damages to the actual
·~roducC'or''work"oftheins~ed. Thus,
under a broad interpretation of these

For example, if the contractor negligently
installs a water heater, and the water heater,
as the result of the negligent installation,
explodes, causing a fire which bums the
building down, the damage to the building
may not be covered.
Prior case law in California would have
provided coverage in those types of
circumstances. The earlier cases narrowly
interpreted the provision to mean that the
portion of the work which was itself
defective, i.e., the water heater, was not
covered but that the resulting damage to the
non-defective part of the work was covered
However, the current, more conservative,
California courts refuse to apply that
distinction and leave the contractor open to
extensive liability under the typical CGL
policy
Again, this risk of liability can be covered
only by purchase of yet another
endorsement or yet another policy with
payment of yet another premium. However,
the purchase of a typical fire policy would not
necessarily provide the needed extra
protection. Even were a course-ofconstruction flre policy obtained, but the fire
occurred after construction was completed,
the flre policy would no longer be effective,
and the CGL may not provide coverage due to
the "work" exclusion.
Additionally, a word of warning must be
continued on page 22

OWNER/USER COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE LOANS

90%

Up to

IN THE INLAND EMPIRE'S
ULTIMATE
ADVERTISING VEHICLE!

exclusions, when a contractor builds a
building and some portion of the building
is defective, any damage caused to the
building itself as a result of that defect may
not be covered

Financing

OWNER/USERS ONLY
Commercial/Industrial/Office
Medical/Office Condos
- NO APARTMENTS -

*
*
*

Up to $1,000,000
Up to 25 Year Terms
No Prepayment Penalty

Leading Business Circulation in the Inland Empire
- Exclusively Reaching Top Professional Management

For More Information Contact
BOB ROTHCHILD
(714)983-8100

7HE MONI;Y S'J'ORE
INVESTMENT CORPORATION
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Pitfalls in Contractors' Insurance

INLAND EMPIRE CENTER
EDUCATES SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS

conlinued from page 20

Thirty-seven years ago, Gerard Muttukwnaru
was born in Shri Lanka, to a father who was
a diplomat for the United Nations. By the
time he was twenty-three, Muttukumaru had
studied in fourteen different countries and
learned eight languages.

In 1989 Mattukumaru opened Inland Empire
Center For Privately-Held Companies, Inc.,
which edilcates small business owners in
planning for their company and their
retirement. It took a year-and-a-half to
organize the opening, and Muttukumaru
especially credits board member William
He first came to the U.S. in 1976 to attend Schmidt and the company's advisory
Loyola University in Maryland, and received group.The center also conducts seminars for
an MBA in fmance and marketing. He had CPA's, which provide continuing education
already earned a MS in international business credits.
from Loyola's counterpart in Asia.
In addition, Muttukumaru is a principal of
Baker-Thomsen Associates in Ontario, a
After working for Black and Decker, prominent management succession and
Muttukumaru was hired by World Vision compensation consulting firm.
International as Asia Program Manager in the
Phillipines. During this time, the fall of In his spare time, Muttukumaru lectures at
Cambodia ocurred, often called "the second various universities and is involved in the
Holocaust." World Vision was the only National Speakers Association, Kiwanis, and
organization allowed into the country, and Catholic Charities. His hobies include writing,
Muttukumaru spent many hours in the camps. listening to music, running, and travelling for
However, after four years, Muttukumaru said pleasure.
"It burnt me out - I was on a plane every
His wife Cristina is a marriage/family/child
week."
counselor. They have a seven-year-old
In 1981 he left and joined Equitable Life here, daugher, Melissa, who lcnows English and
then went on to be vice-president for executive Spanish, and is learning French and German.
financial planning of Brighton Planning
Group. He conducted pre-retirement and What drives Muttukumaru? "I love what I do,
financial planning seminars, sponsored by and I love this country and its politics. I don't
major corporations (Chevron, Pacific Bell, go to sleep if I haven't watched Nightline."
Xerox, Rockwell) for their executives. Many "I do a lot of lecturing to students- many are
executives have the bulk of their assets tied disallusioned with life and government It's
up in the company - stocks, pension, profit important for them to make a difference, and
I try to encourage that."
sharing, group life insurance.

given even in the context of an endorsement
to a CGL policy which supposedly protects
against liability arising out of the "work" of
the insured. Under the standard CGL policy,
the CGL policy, the "work" exclusion applies
to the work done either by the insured or on
behalf of the insured. Thus, damage to work
done by either the contractor or a subcontractor
is excluded.
Under the typical broad form endorsement
available, broader coverage is provided, but
it is not all-encompassing. Rather, the
exclusion is merely modified to exclude
damage to work done by the insured itself.
This means that if a general contractor has all
the construction work done by subcontractors,
any dama~e to the building arising from a
defect in-the building will be covered under a
broad fonn endorsement. However, if the
general contractor does, for example, his own
framing work and subs out the remainder of
the project, damage to the framing work may
still not be covered. But again, this extra
protection, limited as it is, must be specifically
requested and will cost more money.
Insurance policies are hard to read and even
harder to understand. What the insurance
industry gives with one hand, it takes away

& EXPO
Saturiay, May 19, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The only way to protect yourself is to be an
informed and knowledgeable insurance
consumer. Make sure your insurance agents
or brokers know your business and know, in
detail, what you do. Make sure you tell your
insurance agents or brokers all the possible
risiCsyouwantcoveragefor. Putyourrequests
in writing. Then, if a loss occurs that should
have been insured, but isn't, the agent and/or
the company he represents will ultimately be
responsible and not you.

This article was written by attorney William
M. Shernoff and his legal assistanl Sharon
Arkin of the Claremont firm of Shernoff,
Bidart and Darras. The Shernoff firm
specializes in representing consumers in their
disputes with insurance companies, more
commonly known as "insurance bad faith
law." The firm also handles personal injury,
business litigation and banlc trust cases.

.

FOR LEASE 1.000-300.000 S.F. Heavy Industrial M2 Buildings - for lease overhead Cranes - Rail - Security .22¢ - .28¢ S.F., large outside
Fenced areas. I I 0/ I 15 Fontana area Lionwood Construction.
Call Mr. Chase (714) 395-0220.

%e !JW,ncfw Cucamonga
Cliam6er of Commerce
Business & Community
AREA-WIDE MIXER
!friday, May 18, 1990, from 4 to 8 p.m.

with the other. The appellate courts in
California are currently prone to interpreting
insurance policies very narrowly and strictly
and to supporting the interpretations promoted
by the insurers rather than basing their
decisions on the reasonable expectations of
the insureds.
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DOES YOUR COMPANY NEED A NEW
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM?

Many PBX systems have ARS/LCR. With most systems, this has a within the ACD systems are what make them so valuable. These
variety of complex and expense saving traits such as "time of day" route programs allow for the timely handling of orders and reduction in
changes. These refinements allow many choices for call routing and the average cost of a sale.
result in a very substantial savings in monthly calling charges.

by Jim Razor
To make your search for a new Communications System manageable,
you must do two ~gs. First. you will need to have a working
knowledge of the var1ous types of voice communications systems
available. Second, you will need to examine a number of critical areas
within your company. A working knowledge of systems will allow
you to examine these critical areas with an eye towards the application
of an ideal system for your company.
The types of voice communications systems fall primarily into four
types. These are: Key, Hybrid, Private Branch Exchange (PBX), and
Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) Systems.
The Key system is what most businesses have used over the years. On
Key systems, the actual telephone company lines appear on the
telephones. The original mechanical key systems were telephones that
had the friendly red hold button on one end of the keys and a thick cable
falling from the back.
Many of the older systems are being replaced by the newer skinny wire
electronic Key systems. The features most asked for on the new
systems are: privacy during a conversation, speed dialing, and handsfree intercom. Key systems are most often installed with less than thirty
telephones and less than fifteen telephone company lines.
Hybrid systems are difficult to describe accurately. The designers of
these systems have borrowed their features from both Key and PBX
systems. In theory, a Hybrid is the best of both worlds. It may have the
actual telephone company lines appearing on the telephones (Key
system), or it may have either an extension number or incoming and
outgoing line keys (PBX).

Stand alone ACD systems are typically installed with twenty or
Many of the better PBXs are also offering Automatic Call Distribution more "agent" stations. The expense for a typical system installed
(ACD) and Universal Call Distribution (UCD). These offerings are should be between $2,000 and $12,000 per station. For most
usually quite good for simple ACD/UCD type applications.
installations, these systems have a short payback cycle.
PBX systems are usually installed in situations of high incoming/
outgoing call volume and can be as large as 20,000 lines. These systems
are usually installed for between $500 and $2,500 per line, depending
on the type and complexity of the hardware.

Constructing the ideal system for your business requires you to so
some involved investigation work. After the ideal system is
established, then factor in budgetary considerations. The savings
generated by the best system may add dollars to the budget

Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) systems are extremely specialized Then fmd a reliable and knowledgeable seller, associate, or
telecommunication systems. Many of them are actually a telephone consultant who can help apply this knowledge to the company's
system and a computer system working together.
situation. Then ask lots of questions. The application of this
knowledge will be critical to the success of the project
If you've ordered plane tickets from a catalog lately, you probably
called into an ACD system. These systems may be used as both an Jim Razor of James Ford/Razor Associates in Pomona is a
incoming and outgoing (telemarketing) situation. The Call Reporting, consultanJ and marketing expert in tekcomnuuaications.
Call Routing, Agent Call Scripting, and Automated Dialing Programs

The good nevvs is that someone has
finally built a custom, full service
high-tech Executive Center . ..

Some systems allow for a mixture of both methods. Most Hybrids can
be equipped with single line telephones (although proprietary feature
telephones are usually a better solution).
Hybrids are best known for their advanced features. Many systems
support ARS (Automatic Route Selection)/LCR (Least Cost Routing).
In some systems this ARS/LCR is so advanced that it may actually
fmance the expense of a new system through the savings generated.
Hybrid systems are usually installed with less than eighty telephones
and less than thirty telephone lines.
The expense for a Key or Hybrid system will run between $300 and
$1,500 per installed telephone, depending on the number and type of
telephone, and the amount of options installed with the system. The
majority of companies would be best served by a Key or a Hybrid
system.
PBXs are the most general type of business communications systems.
Many manufacturers refer to their PBXs as a CBX, a EPABX, or some
other interesting acronym. Much of the confusion with PBXs stem
from the changing jargon. For instance, a telephone company line is
now referred to as a "trunk." A "telephone" is referred to as a "line."
PBX systems have been traditionally installed with standar~ single l~e
telephones at a users desk. The current trend is towards the mstallat10n
of Proprietary Feature telephones and smart single line te.lephon~s.
These telephones seem to relieve user frustration and there lS a maJor
reduction in the amountoflost and cutoff calls. This trend, coupled with
the development of••friendly" system software, allows PBX systems to
be much easier to use.
Important features of a PBX system are: Camp-On, Call-Forward, Call
Park, Direct Inward Dialing (DID), Tie Line, Hunt Groups, and .Off
Premise extension (OPX) connections (the ability to tie severall~uon_s
together). For high volume callers, the new direct T-1 Trunk Crrcu1t
Interface is useful.
_ _ _ _ _.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
•
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The bad news is that we only have H
suites left and over 200,000 people
are reading this ad ...
The Ontario Comm Center combines a large staff with state-of-the-art office automation to provide Independent Business
People and Branch Offices a Prestigious. High Quality and Professronally Managed Executrve Office.

Some of our On-Site features include:
• Prestigious Class "A" Custom Building
• 225 Square Foot Private Windowed Suites
• 4-Line Telephone/Computer System

•
•
•
•
•
•

Photocopying. Fax, Electronic Mail
.
Electronic Dictation Equipment in Each Surte
Laser Printing and Typesetting
Coffee and Tea Service
Full-Time, On Site Maintenance Staff
10,CXXl Square Foot Atrium Courtyard

• Secretarial/Word Processing Services
• Personalized Telephone Answering
• Professional Lobby Reception
1
d Em ire Businesses and Branch Offices are locating at the Ontario Comm Center.
and trestigious Executive Office facility Call (714)941-0333 to schedule a personal tour.

~~~~~~~~;fro~~;~ :!~~~~n~:2
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"Fortune 500" Amenities Made Affordable For Small Businesses

J
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F M

ONTARIO COMM CENTER •

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

3535 Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario • (714) 94J-Q333

Be sure to ask about our San Francisco Bay Area Location
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The Largest HM9's in the Inland Empire
{Ltsted Alphabetically)
Rank

1

2

3
4

# of
Employees
in S.CA

Company Name, Address
Amerimed
303 N. Glenoaks Blvd., Ste. 900
Burbank, CA 91502
California Care Blue Cross
2155 Oxnard St.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

# of Contracts for
• Hospitals
• Physicians

N/A

58
Corporate

Care America Health Plans
20520 Nordhoff St.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Cigna Health Plans of Ca.
505 Brand Blvd.
Glendale, CA 91203

200

Total I.E.
patient Care
Facilities

Inland
Empire

Total
Membership

Top Local
Executive

~embership

• N/A

N/A

33,000

N/A

Thomas Maloof,
President
(818) 956-5500

• 167
• 5,900

N/A

282,000

N/A

Leonard Schaeffer
President /CEO
(818) 703-2345

8 Hospitals

• N/A

4,000

• N/A
• 435 employed
4K Private Practice
• 80 Corporate
• 3,000

140,000

.

15,000+
w

Larry Gray,
President
(818) 407-2222
Bert Wagener,
President Western Div.
(818) SOQ-6262

117

550,000
Statewide

N/A

2

Over
500,000

30,000

14

690,000
California

N/A

• 24
• 1,246

N/A

34,500

31,500

31,346

• N/A

11

N/A

300,000

Hugh Jones
CEO
(818) 405-5651

• N/A

14

120,000

N/A

Brad Kelly,
Regional V.P.
(213) 568-9000

36 Medical Groups
25 Hospitals

465,000
(California)

85,000

Rich Lipeles
CEO
(800} 228-2144

5

FHP Healthcare
900 Talbert Ave.
Fountain Valley, CA 92708

4,500

6

Health Net
1007 Coday Dr., Ste. 110
Colton, CA 92324

480

7

Intervalley Health Plan
300 S. Park St.
Pomona, CA 91188

8

Kaiser Permanente Medical Care
393 E. Walnut St.,
Pasadena, CA 91188

9

Maxicare of S. California
5200 W. Century Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90045

2,200
Nationally
950

10

Pacific Care of California
5995 Plaza Drive
Cypress, CA 90630

• N/A

..

98
Corporate

150
.• 1,800
(PCPs)
• 2,600 (SCPs)

Robert Gumbiner,
CEO
(714) 963-7233
Lowell Ellis,
Regional Mgr
(714)824-3723
James E. Taylor,
CEO
(714) 623-6333

The Largest PPO's in the Inland Empire
(Ranked by Inland Empire Employees)
Rank

#of
Employees
inCA

Company Name, Address

..
1

Blue Cross Prudent Buyer Plan
21555 Oxnard Ave.,
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

2

3

Occupational Urgent Care
Health Systems, Inc.
2400 Venture Oaks Way,
Sacramento, CA 95833

4

5

6

7

8

9

Community Care Network
926 S. Sky Park Court,
Ste. 200, San Diego, CA 92123
Pru Net
5800 Canoga Ave.,
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Admar Corporation
850 Town & Country Road
Orange, CA 92668

P.P.O. Alliance
21800 Oxnard St., Ste. 550
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Conservicare
nss Center Ave, One
Pacific Plaza, Ste 500,
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
Physical Therapy Provider
Network, Inc.,
21 243 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 241
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

Services:
(partial list of
services)

Profile:
• Parent Co.
• Headquarters

1.4 Million

Comprehensive
Medical

Blue Cross of
Woodland Hills

Leonard Schaeffer,
President, CEO
(818) 703-2345

1 Million

N/A

• Blue Shield
of California
• San Francisco

Andrew Allocco,
Vice President
(213) 670-4040

• 200
• 16,000

2.8 Million

Comprehensive
Medical

• None
• Sacramento

Walter Robert Keen,
President, CEO
(818) 703-2345

• 220
• 8,000

5,530,345
(CA)

Comprehensive
Medical

• N/A

George S. Murphy
CEO
(619) 278-2273

524,000

Comprehensive
Medical

Prudential Inc
Co. of America
Newark, N.J.

John G. Carlson,
Vice President
(818) 992-9600

488,400

Utilization Review,
Mental Health
Substance Abuse
Case Management

• Ad mar Corp.
• Orange

Richard Toral,
President, CEO
(714) 953-9600

700,000

Claims, lnterven.
Admin,util.
Review, Behav. Health

• N/A
• Woodland Hills

John E. Funk,
President, CEO
(818) 71D-7762

N/A
N/A

E.L. Raffetto,
CEO
(714) 89+5755

• None
• Los Angeles

Michael Weinper,
President
(818) 883-7876

3,600

• 260
• 29,000

2,800

• 256
• 36,300

Blue Shield of California
2 North Point
San Francisco, CA 94133

Total
Membership

# of Contracts
• Hospitals
• Physicians

15
(S. CA)

• 230

227

• 216
• 28,000

151

• 362
• 12,163

36

• 126
• 10,000

22

• 224
• 14,265

7

• NA
• NA

.

400,00

Utilization
Review Network

1,500,00

For Private Practice
Physical Therapists

Top Local
Executive

.. .
t of our knowledge, the 1nformat1on su~hed 1s accurate as of press t1me. While every effort 1s "'!ade to. ensure the accuracy and
The 1·st was prepared by the facility itSelf, and to. the bes .
et·mes occur Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to the Inland Em01re Bus1ness Journal, 35351nland
1
.
. .
and typographical errors som 1
·
thor~ughness of the .hst, om 1f-J~ ©1 990 by Inland Empire Business Journal.
Empere Blvd., Ontano, CA
·
.
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Inland Empire Answers
The Inland Empire Business Journal posed the following question to six
Inland Empire public officials a1Jd civic leaders:

a number of challenges to maintain
thequalityoflife. I think overall we've
done that. We're going to do some
great things in the next five years.

Given the rapid development of the Inland Empire, is the Inland Empire
overprotective, underprotective, or balanced in its environmental policies,
especially regarding waste disposal, natural resources, and endangered Supervisor Kay Ceniceros
species?
(Third District, Riverside County)

State Senator Robert B. Presley
(Democrat, 36th State Senatorial
District)
I think we are generally balanced,
except in endangered species, and
that's a requirement of federal law.
Congressman Alfred A. McCandless
(Republican, 37th District)

Trees are the National Forest
responsibility, a federal issue. There
is a continuous re-planting program.
Those who are involved in the 37th
district are following federal laws
regarding forrestry and trees.

I'm very close to that . Assembly bill
939 created a task force to reduce
waste by fifty percent by the year
2000. What's left still needs to be
disposed of - we don't want to
deg radateour environment We have
to be careful, but so far, I think we've
done a great job.

Frank DeLaney
(Partner in the Law Firm of Reid
and Hellyer)

State Assemblyman Gerald R.
"1erry" Eaves
(Democrat, 66th State Assembly
District)
~

I haven't been in the eye of the storm
- some of these things I'm involved
in, and some I'm not. But when I was
a county supervisor in Riverside, I
had waste disposal in sight. In
Riverside, the county has addressed
the issues of waste disposal tn a
balanced manner.

In many instances, we are responding
to mandates from the federal
government. Each county and city is
required to come up with a plan and
get it signed off by the government.
We need to move waste. We
recognized the problem and started
ten years ago, but we .haven't been
very successful. The state has moved
in and set strong guidelines, like the
new bill mandating a fifty percent
waste reduction by the year2000. The
state is not overprotective, but they
may be pushing unrealistically.
Clearly, it's going to be expensive
and controversial, but they are
appropriate in the long run. There are
big costs involved in not recycling.
In regards to endangered species, I
wouldn't go to the extent we are forced
to go, but we need to have open space
to give relief from urbanization. Not
too many people in the county want to
see us become like LA. It is important
that we try to consolidate and gain a
green belt.

Balance would be going back to the
old days when a developer could
simply go in and get a set of plans
approved with only a few
modifications. Now there are more
environmental concerns than you can
keep up with. The EPA says that
we're going to have to spend anywhere
from $20 million to $100 million to
protect the Kangaroo Rat. And, of
course, the Environmental Impact
Reports and modifications costs are
passed along to the home buyer.

I think to some degree we're balanced
in that we live in one of the toughest
environmental areas. We've made
some strides in trying to clean up our
area, but we cando betterifwepalance
the job/housing issue, so people don't
have to drive so far to work.
Concerning solid waste, we'removing
I've said this before. I think we should
take all the Kangaroo Rat preserves
With endangered species (kangaroo rat, in the right direction. The law we
and put up homes for the homeless on
fringed-toed lizard) I would say the passed, bill 939 (Integrated Waste
them. We're spending the tax dollars
county policies have reflected those Management of 1989) states that there
anyway. Why not spend the money
ofthe federal government. The federal has to be a five percent a year reduction
on people instead of rodents. Doesn't
government makes the rules and in solid waste, until we've reached
that make more sense?
regulations, and the state has to follow. fifty percent by the year 2000. We're
But sometimes I think we over-react also looking for alternative sites for
Heart Attack.
waste disposal-like Eagle Mountain
to the endangered species issue.
Howard Snider
Concerning natural resources, with in Riverside County, and an (Ontario Mayor)
Fight it v\'ith a
respect to water (in Riverside), they undetermined area in San Bernardino
Memorial
to
I think we have a balanced concern
have been very forward thinking in County.
the
erican
for our environmental policies,
water plans. The Eastern Municipal I think we're balanced regarding
especially our resources, because we
Heart Association.
Water District is embarking on a endangered species. The laws we have
have a tremendous asset in our county
reclamation project to take tertiary are even overprotective of certain
by being the largest- we've got a lot AD DEADLINE FOR
water from treatment plants to species. There is, in my mind, more
to be responsible for.
agricultural systems - at far less cost than adequate protection. Any time
NEXT ISSUE
The disposal problem is horrendous.
you're
in
a
high
growth
area,
there
are
to farmers than aqueduct water.
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~t July, two hotel chains announced plans to

build hot~ls near the airport. Marriott initiated
constructJ.on on a 117-room Fairfield hm at the
CentreLakeBusiness Park. Inn Suites International
broke ground on a $7 million three-story, 150~m hotel at the northeastern boundary of the
arrporl In Rancho Cucamonga, construction is
slated to begin later this year on a 124-room
108 •000 -square-foot four-story hotel on 2.5 acre~
formerly .owned by B.C.E. Development one
quarter mile east of the city's civic center.

Th~e moves are puzzling to some observers.
While local occupancy percentages have inched
up from the low sixties to sixty-seven/sixty-eight
percent, the~ remain well below the seventy-four
percent ~at10nal average. And with the costs
mvolved m acquiring the land and then building
and operating a hotel, occupancy performance can
prov.e crucial in determining whether a hotel will
SUTVIVe.

"It can get risky," said Burba. 'There's no magic
formula to tell you how any given undertaking will
fare. It depends on how the project is financedlhow
leveraged it is, the amount of equity involved, how
the loans are structured. I your land costs are
~xcessive to start with and you've got to put a lot
mto ~e construction, you could perform really
well m terms of occupancy- say at eighty percent
- and still go under."
Across the county line, in Riverside, stands a
prime example of how that risk can play out. The
Mission Inn, a luxury hotel with Old California
architecture and a successful track record going
back more than fifty years, was acquired by Carley
Capital of Madison, Wisconsin several years back.
Carley closed the hotel and began what was
intended to be a six month renovation and
modernization project. The project, however,
dragged on for nearly two years, entailing
unanticipated escalating costs. Carley had fmanced
the project through Chemical Bank of New York.
When it appeared ihat the entire operation was
headed earthward, Chemical Bank foreclosed on
the hotel through a subsidiary.

Chemical has pushed ahead with the remodeling
~ m~eover and the opening is anticipated late
~ sprmg or early this summer. What effect that
Will have on the Sheraton Hotel, which is just a few
blocks away from the Mission Inn and which has
~n doing ~_adequate, if not booming business
smce the M1Ss1onlmhas been out of commission
remains to be seen.
'
Lundin. observed that Riverside, which despite
poss~s~g a convention center and being the county
seat, IS not really a strong leisure or business
market." The re-opening of the Mission Inn Lundin
s~d, Il_laY. have the practical effect of btocking
R1veTS1de soccup~cyrates"down into the fifties."
Dick Dahl, a former councilman in Rancho
Cucamonga, who now works as a consultant to a
few hotel. and hospitality industry developers,
offered his appraisal. "Hotels don't create the
demand, they service it. A hotel will go in and
succeed where the demand is. In this area, there is
no question that it has been the aiJport which has
served as the catalyst for the demand."
Dahl points out that the creation of a foreign trade
zone in the area surrounding the airport allows
foreign .made components, normally sqbject to a
U.S. tanff, to be imported into the area and then be
fab~c.ated into a U.S. made product, thereby
av01ding the application of the tariff. "That has
brought in a number of foreign business travellers
from the Pacific Rim." Dahl said. 'That is definitely
a plus for the existing hotels.
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they're fighting with both hands tied behind
their back.
Newly originated assets of U.S. Savings would
be restricted togovernmentsecurities, federallybacked mortgages, and instruments that carried
the full faith and backing of the U.S. government.
In effect, both sides of the balance sheet would
eventually _b e fully secured. Mortgages, if any,
would be s1ngle family, owner-occupied FHA or
VA loans. Consumer loans, checking of MMA
accounts, home equity loans, etc., would all be
left to the private sector.
Credit-worthy private thrifts would retain the
franchise to privately financed single family
mortgages, other mortgage or construction
financing, home equity loans,checkingservices,
etc. Banks and a-edit unions would keep the
franchises they now enjoy.

This plan would remove Insolvent Institutions
from the competitive marketplace. Once done,
we can restore competition to the balance of the
marketplace -credit-worthy banks and thriftsby creating risk-shared deposit insurance
coverage. Depositors would have a choice:
Super safe fixed-rate savings with the
government or higher market rates and some
risk with private banks and thrifts.
This plan is simply re-regulationofthe institutions
that failed during deregulation and an attempt to
restore a competitive environment to the
institutions that earned it.
U.S. Savings doesn't have to be an all or nothing
project. Set it up with a dozen of the worst thrifts
spread aa-oss the country. Review it after six
months and then decide whether or not to add
more thrifts. As long as U.S. Savings isn't
perceived as ,emporary," the experiment will
be a tremendous success.

Interest rates would fluctuate in the private sector
only. Banks and thrifts would set market rates
above the U.S. Savings' level, or lose deposits.
The government could set the U.S. Savings'
rate monthly, quarterly, or as warranted.

What can we save? We estimate that U.S.
Savings would shave twenty-five to thirty-three
percent off the total cost of the bailout - in
excess of fifty billion. It also allows the RTC and
the Congress to get out of the hole they've dug
before it's too deep. The plan is workable.

Would deposits of less than $100,000 leave the
U.S. Savings' units to seek higher returns
elsewhere? Some might, but they would be
replaced by new deposits seeking a safe haven.
There might even be a new deposit gain. If, in
addition, depo~ insurance coverage at private
banks and thnfts was modified to carry some
risk, deposit retention would be even greater.

Paul Bauer is owner of Bauer Communications
in Coral Gables, Florida. Bauer Communications
publishes a monthly newsletter, •Rate Watch, •
which monitors the health of savings institutions.
The above commentary is reprinted from the
April, 1990, issueof•Rate Watch"bypermission
of Bauer Communications..

On the other hand, Dahl points out tha; it was
expected that Ontario would get a customs desk by
now. Such an acquisition would allow foreign
flights to come directly into Ontario, dramatically
boosting the number of passengers into the area.
Figures released by the Pubic Utilities Commission
in April show that the airport currently averages
242 flights a day among its ten major passenger
carriers, having increased from about seventy
flights a day in the early 1980s. In 1987, there were
4 .2 milljon passengers using Ontario. It is projected
that the airport will handle twelve million
passengers a year by 1995. Ontario's custom desk
will still eventually be a reality, Dahl said.
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160 Holland Road
D. E. Juengst & P.R. Dixon, 27840 Del Rio
Road #C, Temecula 92390
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Butler Video & T.V.
J.D. Calhoon, 4 1944 Butler Lane, Hemet

0. Laird, 7900 Limonite, Ste. K, Riverside

92344

92509

I
"I Am!" Automotive Parts
C. B. Harwood & M Landingham, 43154
Via Dos Picos, Ste. F. , Temecula 92390

Ditty Box, The

Induction Heating Systems

D. J. M. & J. Zappia, 25575 White Oak Dr.

D. C. Snyder, 5909-A Jurpwi Ave., River-

A

A to Z Industrial Coatings

Diet Center

C
C.A.T.V. Recovery Angency

T. J. & A. Venable & C. & Z. Hogg, Sr.,

R. Mirilla & E. Bradford, 1499 Pomona Rd., Hemet 92344

11922 Graham, Moreno Valley 92388

Unit "G", Corona 91720

Donut Pantry

AAMCO Transmissions

C.E.S. Electronics Mfg.

M. C. Chong, 1818 C, W. 6th SL Corona

side 92504

A. K. & N. N. Chakravarty, 280 N. State St., S. & E. Niculae, 1701 Coolidge SL, Corona

91720
Dorse R.x Transcription,
Hemet 92343
91719
V. L. Dorse, 67785 Ovante, Rd., Cathedral
Access Information Systems
C.M. Engineering Assoc., Inc.
City, 92234
D. W. Chambers, 2856 Red Gum Dr., Lake
41593 Winchester Rd., Ste. 210, Temecula
DuVall Engineering
Elsinore 92330
Kimbol Wells, 43180 Business Parle Dr.
92390
Ace Engineering Co.
#200, Temecula 92390
C & M Janitorial
D
M. Ng & D. L. Smith, Jr., 27636 Ynez Rd., C. M. & M. D. Landford, 25475 Knollwood
ECR Financial Services
L7, Ste 270, Temecula 92390
Dr., Murrieta 92362
M. Francis, 17320 Kramer Way, Perris
Actors Unlimited
Canyon Crest Realty
92370
EFC Investments, Inc.
R . Sanders, 580 S. Corona Mall, Corona
M. Yarrito, 6308 Vonnie CL, Riverside
CasaBlanca Motor Hotel, 1742 S. Palm
91719
92504
Canyon Dr., Palm Springs, 92262
AD Express
Canyon Lake Vision Center
Exclusive Landscape Services, Inc.
C. Russo, 2770 W. Devonshire Ave., #0-11, R. T. Blowers, O.D., Inc & S. G. Schroeder,
28166 Stillwater Dr., Menifee 92355
Hemet 92343
O.D., 31740 Railroad Canyon Rd., Canyon
F
Advantage Display Systems
Lake92380
Fallbrook-Temecula Valley
T. S. Roman, 39550 Calle San Clemente,
Carlson Travel Network
Orthopedic, R. C. Pace, M.D. & W.
Brooks, M.D., 521 E. Elder St. Suite 105,
K. E. & V. E. Watt, 5182 Arlington Ave.,
Murrieta 92362
Fallbrook 92028
Advantage Graphics & Printing
Riverside 92504
Fastest Needle In ttie West and/or Fastest
T. S. Roman, 39550 Calle San Clemente,
Castle Wiring Service
Needle
D. L. & J. J. Castle, 4745 ML Rainier Pedley T. J. Diepenbrock, 425 Roosevelt Avd.,
Murrieta 92362
Corona 91719

Inland Business Systems
A.A. DePorto, 23250 Piedras Rd. Perris
92370
Innovative Electric
R. J. Steinmuller & S. R. Stewart. 4622
Jones Ave., Riverside 92505
Intra-Space Design

Y. M. Apodaca, 747 Anthirium Ave., Perris
92370
IROC Investments
A. Strickland, 440 Wellesley Dr., Ste 108,
Corona 91719

J
Jim's Tire Service
J. L. King, 13567 Tolton Ave., Corona
91719
Junior Elite Gymnastic Center

Z. & C. J. Amaro, 12321 Sampson Ave.,
#P., Riverside 92503
Jurupa Lawn and Pool Center
S.D. Morris, 8591 58th SL, Riverside 92509
K
K & C Feeders
K. V. & C. A. Phipps, 2592 Bedford Ave.,

Architectural Tile

92509

L. Curry & L. V. Nohlburg, 24346 Via

Cherry Enterprises
W. H. & D. K. Cherry, 27345 Tierra Verde

Garden World

K & S Medical

Audio Wheels, & ~cc.

Dr., Hemet 92344

Landscape Group, Inc., The, 8001 Canoga

R. Hatfield, 3559 W. Ramsey, Ste D-2,

A. C. Clark, 570 E. LaCadena, Unit-1E,

Collin's Spray Equipment Co.

Ave., Canoga CA 91304

Banning 92220

Riverside 92501

C. M. Collins, 11050 Whitford Ave.,

Gay Hood Suzuki

KanTech Industries

B
B & B Automotive Repair
B. McAlister,
1357 W. 6th SL #8, Corona 91720

Riverside 92505

Gay Hood Pontioc, Inc., 8101 Auto Dr.

L. V. Richardson, 7900 Limonite Ave., Ste

Briones, Murrieta 92362

B & S Realty Co.
Milton & Florence Bienenfeld Trust & A.
Seltzer, 1290 Oak Crest Dr., Palm Springs
92264
Bii-Den Construction Co.
W . D. & D. R. McDowell, 2226360 Girard
.
St., Hemet 92344
Blackmore Financial Svcs
R. J. Blackmore, 6800 Indiana Ave. Ste.
250, Riverside 92506
Blade Construction
M. Blade, 22988 Giant Fir., P.O._Box 6364 •
Canyon Lake 92380
Brass Bobbin, The
L. R. Pryor, 1202 W. Shady Mill Rd.,
Corona 917W
Brollier Quarter Horses
G. B. Brollier, 38830 Berenda Rd., Temecula 92390
Blueridge Co.
R. A. Beech, 1320 Freemark Ct. San Jacinto

G

Hemit92343

Riverside 92504Garza Enterprise
G157, Riverside 92509
R. R. Garza, 11840 Redlands Blvd., Moreno
Keyways Winery & Vineyard
312 W. 6th SL, Corona 91720
Valley 92360
C. L. Key, 37338 Deportola Rd., Temecula
Creative Educational Systems
Gazebo of' Canyon Crest Flowers & Gifts,
R. D. Kistler & J. R. Brockett, P. 0. Box
92390
The
Kool Misty Systems
4635, 5260 Appleton SL, Riverside CA
K. Hacksoo & K. Sunae, 5225 Canyon Crest M. L. West & J. A. Kennedy, 255 N. AI
92514
Aeco Rd., Ste 675, Palm Springs 92262
Dr. # 11, Riverside 92507
C-Thru Wrap-Gifts in a Balloon
L
c. Stevens, 28745 11th St., Lake Elsinore Gift Baskets Unlimited of Temecula
L & E Investment Properties
C.S. & L. G. Tenorio, 27811 Tierra Vista
92330
C. R. & L. N. McManis, 25367 Orbit CL,
Rd. Temecula 92390
Cutting Edge Lath
Moreno Valley 92381
H
E. Sanchez, 1279 Southampton, San Marcos
Labor Express

Compass Billing Services

Haynie & Son's Alignment
92069
Cynthia J. Crotinger Planning Consultan1 J. Walker, 426 S. State, San Jacinto 92383
Help-U-Saveffiger Realty
C. Crotinger,28981 Tulita Lane, Menifee
A. T. Savarese, 41107 Vinton Pl., Hemet
92355
92344
D•
Hillcrest Grading & Underground Co.
D.L.R. Ranch
Progressive Aquisition Corp., 2900 Adams

Workers R' Us, Inc., 9342 Magnolia,

D. L. Reeves, 34520 De Portola Rd.,

St., Ste C-13, Riverside 92504

Lennys Towing

Horizon Tractor Services

L. & K. Provencio, 29605 Solana Way.,

D. E. Rapallo, 10830 Brodenck Rd.,

Apt 0-1, Temecula 92390

Temecula 92390
Data Computerized Reports (DC~) .
D. C. Rice, 7955 Magnolia Ave., Riverstde
92504

Riverside 92503
Lara's Plastering Equipment Rental
M. Lara, 1142 Redwood St., Corona 91719
Lawry's Interiors
M. W. & P.A. Lawry, 31590 Railway
Canyon Rd., Canyon Lake 92380

Riverside 92505

9238=3--~------------------~-------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------
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Empire Business Journal were vague
and_ cryptic about exactly what
temtory "Riverside" included in the
study, but they acknowledged that
F?IC _data included not only the
Riverside-San Bernardino Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area but also
theWest Valley and other unspecified
areas of the Inland Empire.

The list of the forty "riskiest"
commercial office space markets,
however, only cited Riverside and
included figures on vacancy rate,
growth in office building start-ups,
growth in office building completions,
office employment growth and
changes in vacancy rates. All figures
were in percentages comparing 1989
over 1988 figures.

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL - Page 31
twenty years. Our population boom
began in the late 1960's and early
1970's, so we're at the point now
where a lot of office buildings should
start going up. That means temporarily
high vacancy rates during limited
periods of time, but as long as
absorption rates stay high you've got
a healthy market."
Phil Broccolo, vice-president and sales
manager of Grubb and Ellis
Commercial Real Estate Services in
Riverside, echoed Kline's remarks.

"What you have to consider is
absorption rate," said Broccolo. We
doubled the absorption rate in 1989
over 1988. Vacancy rates in a market
like this mean very little. Even so,
Moreno Valley has a vacancy rate of
less than seven per cent. The city of
The Inland Empire figures showed an Riverside proper has only a five per
18,2% vacancy rate, up 4,6% in a cent vacancy rate. The Riversideyear, 4. 7% growth in new office starts, 91 corridor has a very low vacancy
a 4.9% increase in office completions rate."
and an office employment growth rate
of2,9%. Los Angeles, by comparison, "Mitchell R. LaBar, regional manager
had an 18.4% vacancy rate (up 2.0%), of Marcus and Millichap' s Ontario
a 3.6% growth in office starts, 22.5% office made the following remarks to
growth in office completions and a the I EBJ : "From my reading of
1.6% office employment growth rate. Seidman's comments, he seems to be
Anaheim's comparable figures focusing on office projects. There
respectively were 20.8% (up 5.2%), should be some slight caution in this
3.5%, 5.7% and 1.0%. The "riskiest" area. However, if one understands
city in the nation, according to the local issues and the dynamics
between the counties of Los Angeles,
Seidman's list, was Phoenix, with a
Orange, Riverside and San
22,8% office vacancy rate (up 5.5%),
Bernardino, we are not worthy of being
3.0% growth in office starts, 5.3% in
mentioned in the same article as
office completions and only 0.6% in
Phoenix.
office employment growth.
Reaction to the published statistics
from Inland Empire developers and
real estate brokerage executives has
been swift, critical and straight to the
point.
Jim Kline of Kline Development, for
example, told the/EBJthat"youcan't
just look at vacancy rates and call it a
risky market. An 18.2% vacancy rate
is not a problem because we are such
a new market. That means that we're
starting from a much smaller base
than older metropolitan areas. Any
new office building that goes up will
affect the vacancy rate much more
than in older, larger markets.

"With respect to residential issues
Seidman mentions the Inland Empire
as a concern because prices have been
increasing rapidly. The residential
market, both single family homes and
multi-family dwellings market in the
Inland Empire is very stable and is
poised for tremendous appreciation
over the next several years. To suggest
that increasing prices is a bad sign
seems to be a knee jerk, 'throw the
baby out with the bath water' reaction.

"Based upon job formation, land
prices, development costs, traffic
congestion, the unaffordability of
housing in Los Angeles and Orange
counties and the current lending
market, I wouldn't spend too much
"What you really have to look at," time worrying about the residential
continued Kline," is absorption rates. market in the Inland Empire over the
Our absorption rates in the Inland next five years."
Empire have been going up for years,
and there is every indication that they Bob Shelton, vice-president and
will continue to do so. All signs point branch manager of the Ontario Office
to it. If you look at the history of other of Cushman Wakefield discussed a
areas that have grown rapidly in wide range of variables in response to
southern California in the past, say, Seidman's speech.
for example, Orange County • San
Diego or the San Fernando Valley' "There's nothing new or alarming in
what you typically see is office space any of this," said Shelton. "For .one
following population growth by about thing, this business is always cychcal.
•,

I've.been around since 1973, and I've
seen cycles come and go. There's no
real indication of it, but it is possible
that we may be headed into a shortterm period of slack after a prolonged
growth period. If that should happen,
all it means is that we would be
experiencing something that every
older area in the country has had to
face time and time again. Eventually
a new growth area reaches the point
where it goes through normal business
cycles, too.

"It is true that there is a bit of caution
among lenders right now, and I'm
•
• that Seidman, in his FDIC
sure
•~~rlership role, wants to see a lot
• • r-~ .. t;n on the pan of lending
1111
But caution and
• • • • • finance commercial and
rc:,mcumu •••llliliiiilitli
projects is again a cyclical
phenomenon that every market I've
ever known has experienced.

"We've got a lot of knowledgeable,
stabilizing groups here," he said,
"which are constantly addressing the
quality oflife issues and planning for
a Class A future business community.
We'vegotlnlandEmpire West(IEW),
the Inland Empire Economic Council
(IEEC) and a strong and growing
chapter of the National Association of
Industrial and Office Parks (NAIOP).
You didn't have planning groups like
these in Orange County fifteen years
ago. Orange Country, while it was
experiencing its most rapid growth
was reactionary. We're anticipatory.
"The government should really be a
lot more careful about putting out
statistics with minimal backup ore
understanding," Shelton concluded.
If there's any problem or concern
going on, it just adds to it. It certainly
does nothing to help solve the problem
or relieve the concern. The FDIC is
supposed to protect and reassure
people, not stir up concern. The truth
is that this is a very strong market with
a great future ahead of it."

"But, again, I'm not at all sure we're
at the start of a slack period. Indeed,
almost all of the signs point in the
opposite direction. Are we overbuilt?
Well, perhaps a few lenders might As a final note, when the Inland
c:-.~-:~,. Business Journal contacted
think so, especially after Seidman's lillll
ank economists in the area,
comments, which, by the way, can
create a self-fulfilling prophecy in a •lii~Y
•MIJiMIIMIMMM·MI·MI
w~•e understandably reluctant to
perfectly health market. But then go on record criticizing the chairman
again, how, if we're overbuilt, do you of the Federal Deposit Insurance
explain the fact that a lot of people are Corporation. Their reactions,
currently putting up office buildings however, were unanimously that both
with all cash? I'm sure Seidman the commercial and residential
doesn't want to see a situation here markets in the Inland Empire were in
where developers overbuild or lenders excellent shape.
overlend (a chicken or egg questiorfif
Claremont continued from page 3
there ever were one), but the signs of
a problem just aren't here at this point influence because of two suits filed in
Orange County. After four years and
in time."
$2 million spent to acquire local, state
"To attract client businesses, which and federal approval for its proposed
we desperately need to do in the Inland Hellman Ranch project in Seal Beach,
Empire," continued Shelton, "you first Mol a Development, headquartered in
have to have product available. We're Newport Beach, lost a suit brought
in theprocessofbuildingqualityoffice against them to block the start of
space to attract quality employers. construction on the project. The
We have to do that if we're ever going plaintiff, Galen Ambrose, comptroller
to stand a chance of unclogging our of Western Allied Air Conditioning,
freeways and reducing smog levels. won his case at the Santa Ana
Indeed, we have to do it to ensure a courthouse because he cited the fact
highqualityoflifein the Inland Empire that Seal Beach had not, as required
by state law, updated the housing
generally."
element of its general plan for more
"You see," said Shelton, "only a Class than the required five-year time frame.
A office building is going to attract a That case was decided in March of
large Class A employer. If you build this year, and since then a group of
only a lot of small Class B buildings, Huntington Beach residents have filed
all you '11 get is a lot of Class B small suit against a developer on the same
guys. We all recognize that in this grounds to block another project there.
area. Look at the American Trader
building that's going up in east Ontario From his Newport Beach office, Kirk
as part of the Chevron land project. Evans, public relations director for
They're building it with straight cash Mola, talked about the Hellman Ranch
because everyone knows the company project.
has got to have the space."
"This is devastating to us," said Evans.
"Even though the plaintiff had not
Shelton then turned to the issue of even begun to exhaust his
stable economic growth in the Inland administrative remedies, the judge still
Empire.
decided against us.
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HealthLink.
The Business Link To Healthier Employees

And Lower Costs.
HealthLink is a full-service, 24-hour, sevendays-a-week health care supplier created specifically to meet the needs of business.
We're a free-standing clinic within a hospital
with our own licensed medical staff. Yet the
considerable resources of a highly respected
hospital are available to u at all time .
Every Healthlink program or service is
designed to help businesses save money and
improve employee health.

H eath Lin k can:
• Reduce your health care co ts and insurance
premiums.
• Improve worker productivity.
.
• Return workers to their jobs more qUickly
after work-related injuries.
• Reduce the number of problem worker cases.
• Cut absenteeism .
Health Link meets your emergency and gene~al
industrial medicine needs requiring immed.tate attention. But we also offer many rehabilitation and health promotion progra?'s as
well as easy-to-implement cost contamment
measures.

Occupational M edicine. .

.

Our Occupational Medicine serv1ces mclude:
• Full range of medical specialists on staf~. .
• Occupational health pre-placement testmg m
full compliance with CAL/OSHA and FED/
OSHA regulations.
.
.
• Annual management/executive health mamtenance programs.
.
• Back injury rehabilitatio~ . .
• Baseline screening, momtonng and medtcal
surveillance.

• D.O .T driving examinations.
• Drug and alcohol screening.
• Hearing, vision and pulmonary function
assessments.
• High blood pressure, diabetes and
tuberculosis screening.
• Phy ical therapy.
• Pain management.
• Work hardening.
• Return to work clearances.
• Disability evaluation.
• Safety inspections.

Cost containment.
Healthlink can save you money with a comprehensive program of cost containment services.
• Healthlink di counts of 20% on inpatient,
outpatient and physician care, as well as
many other health services.
• Physician Preferred Provider Organization
affiliation.
• Employee assi ranee programs to help
workers with financial, legal or emotional
problem through timely intervention,
coun eling and referral.

H ealth and Wellness Program s.

H ealth Link. A Healthy Decision.

Prevention is les costly than treatment.
That's why we provide a full-range of programs to promote good health among your
employees.
• Comprehensive physical exams and health
history evaluation.
• Consultations with medical specialists.
• Computerized individual nutrition evaluation and programs.
• Educational business breakfasts for business
managers.
• Health risk appraisals.
• Physical capacity testing.
• Stress management.
• Eating disorders.
• Smoking cessation.
• Substance abuse abatement.
• Weight management.
• CPR/first aid classes.
• Back care management.
• Women's health issues.
• Cholesterol control.
• High blood pressure control.
• Diabetes screening.
• Mammography testing.

To find out how you can improve your employees' health and lower your healthcare
related costs, call HealthLink today for more
information. (714) 988-3895

~

Doctors' Hospital of Montclair
5000 San Bernardino Street
Montclair, California 91763

(714) 625-5411
Ontario Community Hospital
550 North Monterey Avenue
Ontario, California 91764

(714) 984-2201

